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INTRODUCTION 
A. Nature £! !h! problem: 
rfhe American J!rbitrE;tioll .As;;;ociation hes iIlvesti6ated 
the grievances over production stendLxds thct required 
arbitration in 1954. The results of this stud3 indicate 
that of their sample of 1728 tots1 cases that went to 
arbitration, one hundx'ed seven (6 per cent) weI'S concerned 
with incent ive plans. :fwo hundred twenty-three additions I 
cases (1.3 per cent) were concerned with dob evaluation. 
l·owever, "meny of these disputes on teAe surfece seemed to 
be job eveluation questions while in tact they were disouised 
requests tor individual wage incre.~ses or ad.justments of 
incentive rates."l This seems to indicate that incentive 
plens were actuall.V responsible for en agt;,regBt6 19 per 
cent of the eases in teir sen.ple that were et'bitrated in 
1954. 
Some labor leaders favor production stande::rds es e r!le8n~ 
lAmerican Arbitration Association Procedural end. Sub-
stantive ~sR!cts of ti'6or-MaIlatSKent ftrbltretion, mAn--
Research Heport, ~!V8sLJ:ngton, (57), 23-30. 
1 
2 
ofceesuring operator efiiciency. 'l'bis o[)viEtes the possibil-
ity of supervisors dischcr6ing indiscrimina te 13 on the cesis 
of inefficien.cy. :4:be president of a 161:6e Chic060 lac, 1 of' 
the lilectricel Workers eXf;ressed it in this r:l6nlleI: Utf'he 
eLpl01er is entitled to e fe ix-de;}' t s wo:rk, but 'the union 
should see that the HorKer receives a feir-u6J's ~, in 
return. How they LemployerEf] arrive at the standerd is 
the comfiany's prerogative as long bS the worker doesntt 
have to break his beck to meet it. M2 
A recent research study found: "Union 0!11eisls ere • 
unanimous in their insistence thet time stbncl.ards and w()rk 
loeds be determined bilaterally, either throu6b. joint union-
management participation in the initial settinG of stendard 
production rates or through the grievance, negotlation end 
7.. 
arbitration of ch8lltSes in rates set b.y mGne6ement.It..l Dr. 
• • 
Gomber5 (formerly 6 union s},okesJIfsn) fee Is thbt uIlion~ SilOUld 
" ' 
psrticip8 te in rEte BEl ttinb because thetLi:8 .study teefllliques 
in use today are unscieuti1ic. 4 
2Intormatioll from a phone interview of the aut.hor with 
ike Frank Darling. President rloesl 1031, International 
Brotherhood o!B;iectricbl ';/orkers, July 2b, 1958. 
3 
C11fford M. Baumbach, "Incentive Wage PrOblems in Collec-
tive Bsrgaining,It, Research Series, 14 (State UniverSity of 
lows, Iowa City, 1956), p. 3. 
4-
W1l11am Gomberg, .A Trade Union .An81~Sis of Time Stuuy, 
Science Research Associetes, ah1c~go, l~~. -- ----
3 
The evidence presented 6ives the reader au indication of 
tbe nature of the problems resulting trom the setting ot 
production standards. 
B. The three aspects .2£,w8se determination: 
Contrary to the belief in some circles,· work measurement 
is not the sole determinant of weges. In a rneakiured-d.ay-work 
type of operation, for exam,1>le, work measurement is not the 
determinant ot wages. This type of o~eration uses work mea-
surement to determine the output f'or specific operations, in 
setting production schedules. However, the determined pro-
duction standard should reflect a "normal .\forking poce", since 
an acceleroted (tie,ht) standard. woulci not be consider'ed fs ir t 
and would undoubtedly brine!> oomplaints from the workers and 
their representatives. In practice, wages in this tYf;e 
ot. operation are. <ietermined by a combination of work me66ure-
.-
ment and job evaluation. Whereas t "the incentive tJ'.i:1<3 'operst-
ions heve an additional aspect, incentive opportunity. 
There ere four commonly used methods of work measure-
ment (the fixst aspect of wage determine tion). '11he ..first 
method is "measurement by estimates". Under this method, 
the foreman is responsible for determining the. SCOjJS ot 
tbe work as well as estiniating the perfornu;"llce tin:e based on 
·This idea is common amoniS B ler68 number 01 n:en£'t:!)€nent, 
engineering and union people. 
4-
his own personal judgment. The second method to arrive at B 
st&nderd is "measurement by historicsl records". This method 
arrives at a standsrd "by comparin!6 actual man-hours required 
011 any job with a standard index baseo. on average historiCf.ll 
time for that type of work.,,5 
The refinement of production methods necessit.ated a re-
finement in the method of arriving at the iJroduction sta~d­
erds.' In the early stages of the industrial revolution the 
designers did not Nork with ver'] close tolerances. It was 
considered a Ureal accomplishment when they [deSigners] 
tiDally manufactured 8 57" cylinder, true Hithin the tbick.ness 
of an old shil11ng. 1t6 Subsequently, stander'ds besed on 
estimation or historicsl records Ivers not compet1bl( with tne 
degree oi.refinement found in the more advanced type of kJro-
duet ton runs, since the inet.fic1encies that existed in the 
performance record or the mind 01 ~be f'oreman would heve been 
perpetuated tnroughout,the entire operation. 
Frederick Winslow TaylClx, tbe father 01 modern scien-
tific l11Sn€;ement~ is generally credited with introducin6 the 
stop watch 8S a means of refining tL:e standard-settin~ tech-
niques. This led to the third method of work measurement, the 
5JOhn 0 Heritage, "iflork Meesurement in Maintenance n, 
F'ector:t Man8~ement ~ Maintenence, eXITI (January 1955) t 89-90. 
6n W Karger, "Background of Predetermined Time Systeu;s" t 
~JTethods !!!!l! Measurement Journal, III 2 Olay-June 1950). 
5 
direct time study method. This metboa requires the analyst 
to determine, with a stop Nstch, the time required to perform 
s complete oper::tion. IrhlS process is repeated for e number of 
complete cyclles; all the observetions Bre averaged out and 
this figure 1s reduced to 8 unormsl time" by 8 ret1ng process. 
"Rating 1s tbe pxoeess during Nhict: the time study men 
con:~'peres the perfor::::H3nce . . • of the operator under observc-
tion with .... the observer I a Qi.'in concept 01. normsl parforlr,().t1ce. II? 
Tbe direct time study method has been .criticized beceusethis 
r:::ting factor is str1c·tly in the· mind of the observer. Ob-
vioualy, the retinl:!, .i:Jroce86 is. subJective Slid it ma;)' well be 
th£t it will ceuse inconsistencies in the rete settiug precess. 
These inconsistencies mey adversely effect; employee morale. 
The fourth method of Nork measurement is the standard-
data method. 'This· :metnod requires the tfbreCiking down of a 
~job into its besic component parts." The component parts of 
.' 
all jobs are compared and t')xouped so that the same time' is 
allowed for the seme element each time it occurs. 8 
, 
Whereas work measuremen.t is BmanBgel:;ent teChnique ·to 
at tempt to arrive at e fa 1r-da;y' S lfork., en at tempt to determine 
a fair-dey's Jl!Z·uses the second aspect of W868 determination, 
7H8lpb. M. Bernes, IJotion a.ncl Time ~:~tUd.3, jrd edt (New 
York, 1952), p. 352. 
8aeritage, p. 91. 
job evaluation. "il he Jusin pux'pose 01 job evc;luotion il;;i to 
furnish to mallc6ement ana to the employees B sy~,tewBtic and 
fsctusl bssis for the classification 01 positions and for e~ui-
table wage Bud SCi lc:ry payments on the besis 01 the kind, inJioI.'t 
snce alld difficulty of the jobs." It is the 00J6ccive of job 
evaluation, therefore, to arrive ~t the relative v&~ue of t 
jobs in the org(;nizetion. (I'nis relationship is established by 
evaluating the job requirements in arees such as education and 
experience; responsibility; mentel Bnd visual application; 
dexterity end eccurEcy. physical exertioll t BAtt wor~in6 
Q 
conditions./ 
In B measured-dey-work type 01 oper~tion it is a~~arent 
that work measurement is not considered to be s.ynonolilous with 
WB8e determination, since tbe production stf,Ild<.;rd does not 
determine th.e wBe!>es oftbe WOrliElr. I~ tllis tj',t;€ 01 operation 
the 'pace of the work-flow 1s usually rr.Gnt:g.ement cont;t'Glled. 
Th.e basic function of <NOrk iUHi~~UreLlle!lt in these inst6,uces is 
to determine this pace. The fc:ilu.Ie of the lliorkar to meet this 
pace may result in tranBfe..t or ultimately in discharBe. 
Incentive ty'pe operations use the third GiS./:'8ct 01 JU:36El 
determination, finelJ.cicl iJ.lcentives. :I'be purpOSE! of these 
incentives is to offer to the WOIAers tne opportullit;y to in-
9J L Jacobs, "J·ob EVBluction", Motion-'l'ilne-Anslelsi;;.; 
Bulletin, XX (Januery Bud MBrch 19~). A 
7 
creese their earnings by increesin6 their ~roductivity. This 
increased productivity is eccomplioh€d by performi.n~ the opers-
tion at all accelerated pace t cnd in aduitioll. tue NOr.lter 
follows the motion pettern which hs~ been .ork~d out so thet 
no time is lost. "This incr'eased. effort C~H.1 only be eX.i!encted. 
appreciably if no skill is required to jieriOrl'H tbeopera-
tiou"lO 
The importallce of a sound system of work eesurement in 
an incentive operction is quite apparent. :B'or exar;'ple t "loose 
standards" would result in additionsl remuneration with little 
increase in effort. Conversely, "tight stBudards tl would de-
priya the worker of the €dditional compensation, to which he 
is entitled, for the additional effort thet he exerted to meet 
tbe standard. Where standards have been set inaccurately, by 
estimation, historical records or airect time study, rbte 
cutting""'by msnscement ms,)' result.' Consequently, it is. not 
unususl for the worker to lim1.t his production on B loose-r8ted 
job to prevent such ffiCinsgelIlent action. 
In many cases employing an incentive sYlOtelll t it has been 
found that workers and their representatives tend to identify 
their wB~5es with the J:lroduction st8nd€rd. ~'his identi.ticBtion 
seEms to exist most often in those instances Where job evslust-
lOIllformation 
Owen Fa1rweather, 
Pttorneys at IJaw. 
from. a personal interview of the Guthor with 
Seyforth, Shaw, Fairweather &. Geraldt;;on t 
July 21, 195e" 
8 
tion has established such 8 low' base rate that the opere tor is 
not required to exert much effort to meet it. ll This low base 
rete violates the basic princi~les of 8 eounti incentive ~yotem. 
nBmely: 
The basic wege should reflect the rel6tlve 
worth of the job in the company; wOlk messure-
ment should determine the time required to per-
form the operstion. at B nOIwal ~sce Bud incent-
ive opportunity should. be Offered for increased 
effort only. Therefore, incentive operations enu 
measured-dey-work operations aifier in so fBr ss 
extra effOi~ for adoitional eaI!J.i1l6s alone ere 
concerned. 
c. History.2! predetermined ~ values: 
Frederick Ta.]lor was aware of the inherent shortcomings 
J 
of the direct time study method, for rate settinB purposes. 
He envisioned the p08sibility of catalo3ued tables for ce.rtsi.u 
motions based on years of stop watch dste. However, the de-
velopment ot tbe problem is credited to :I'a,llor' s contemporeries 
Frenk B. end Lillian M. Gilbreth.' 
The Gilbretns concentrt·ted the ir efforts in the eree of 
motiOllstu<1I. ;rhey developed 8 set of fundsmeatal motions 
which they celled therbligs C}ilbre th spe lled backwards). It 
wssntt long before it was realized th£t 1.ihere were few 
llInformation frow a personal interview of tue suthor 
with Edwin Housch, Director of Inuustr'ial Helatiolls, Rober't 
Nieminen, MeD.sd,ier of rllenu.facturing Service S SJ.1d Willian llde, 
;.;BI1sger of Industrial Engineerine;, Kellogg L1witchboard alld 
Supply Co., April 1, 1958. 
12Ibid • 
-
9 
differences between the Ta;ylor and '}llbreth approach. These 
'Here reconciled, and th.ey .vera combined in wtat is no\'1 kncJJl1. 
as methoq.s enj;!,ineerinl,;.13 
The Gilbreth 8pprosch <NGS not dL::cerded bec:.:use of this 
reconciliation. It actually developed into the oicromotion 
school. "Micromotion ••• is the stu~y of the fDnda~entBl 
elements or subdivisions of ar:.. operi:tion by .maeus of e lllotion-
picture camera and s t1ming device which eccuretelJ indic8t€s 
t;,e time inter'vDls on the motion-picture film .. "14 This 
micromotion school has developed fundamental tf:bles 01 ,vr€-
determined time values. The advocstes ot. tnls ap'proach con-
tend that this method minimizes the ere a of human Judgrnent 
cOllBiderebly. 
"/hether the production standard is epplied to e measured-
day-work oper;::; ion or to an incentive Of era tion, predeterrr:ined 
time values must include certsin ~11ow8nces. The fir~t 
B 110weDce to be considered should be for pex SOlle31 tilDe t 
isti8ue and unavoidable delays. Tillie must be allowed lor the 
personsl needs of the employee. 'l'his may be allowed by grant-
ing organized r~st periods, or it may be allowed by loosen-
ing.the production stand[rd proportionately. 
Fatigue, aD abstract term, is assumed to be the cause for 
13Ksrgel''f Methods Time Measurement Journal. 
- -
14Bernes, p. 15. 
10 
decreased productivity durin5 the "lest hours of tIle us;'!", 
although no conclusive evidence exists tl:et other fectors may 
not be 'psrtially responBible. T!:is allovH~nce Inc:! be ep'plicd 
by loosening the st,.;ndaxd thereby incree siui!> thetot€ 1 tirH€ 
allowed fo~ the oper~tion. Unevoid6ble deley elloNsnces to 
take care ot downtime and. other CEuses beyona the operrtor's 
control are applied in the same m6nner. F'8tL~~ue end un-
avoidable delay allowances ',vill Vc ry from opera tion to opere-
tiOll. However, these sllo,vences cc::.n be arrived at b;y conduct-
Lng ~ll day time ~)tu(;lies. Persone1 time becor::es more sub-
jective t since it ettemyts to determine the ave,rage time re-
quired for the personal needs of the worker. 15 
The predetermined time value plus the ~llowBncea for 
personsl tintE3, fati&ue and unavoidable deh:ys constitute 8 
:.vorker pote.ntia 1. Three addi tiona 1 allowance sere 6enere lly 
made to compensate for the variance in tae reaction time of 
.................................. ~
tbe operE: tor. One expert aays, "I:'believe that any well-
informed pb.7sician or physiologist will tell you th8t the 
body is s chemical elle:;ine. Eve:ry time you think, eve:ry time 
you see somethln6, every time a muscle moves, bn ~ctuBl 
chemical reaction takes place. It seems that the chemical 
portion of these :reaction times is COIlstGnt but thcd; the 
electrical time may Vl.3ry depending upon the nerve, centers 
15 Bernes, p. 368-371. 
11 
which mey be affected."16 
Jnothe~ eree ailectiu y the ~oLkeI vot~lltiel i~ the u6turc 
of the work ,P6.rforaled. .As the Nork cycle tiwt:! decrease:;; ttJe 
...... ~-----
ope~6tion beCOlres "more exriLusting DLld more eX8cti.u.S". It 
feilur~, on the pert of tne oper6tor, to mBintLlD 8 conSL6llt 
pece may result in decreased production that can not be over-
come. 1,Vhether or not the operation is Jiholly or psrtiell3 8 
twnd operetion or a It8Chine operation will elso offsct the 
operator's efficienc3, since the mech&nical contc:ct tends 
to accelerate the operator's psoe. Walter G. Holmes Iound 
that. u tor difficult alld is t ic:;uing hand. w01.k, however • the 
will of the operator is the largest tector in tIle amount of 
act1Y1t;y successfully 8CCO.ID,i.llisbedtt17 • and this will tenu to 
decelerate the operator's pece. 'llhe social Btipect of the 
work ares is still snother area effecti.ll6 potential product-
ivityof the wOlker. The affects,o! the interactions o! sll 
• 
the individuals in the wor 1( group t "8 S we 11 e s the physicsl 
chel'ecteristics of tt~e I .. ork environmer.tt ~li'iect workez' IDot1v-, 
et1on. 18 
16 
.Allowsnce ~ril;')es, Mot1on-Time-Auc1lsis Bulle tin, eVIlI (March, 1958). 
l?Welter G. Ho~mest A~1ied 'Time !!!£ Iietion ;,:;,tUd~t 2nd. 
ed. (New York, 1945), pp. 11-21;:--' 
18stenley E ;:~eashore, uJlttitudes., ~:otivt:tioua end Indus-
triel Productivity." InaustriBl Men~Lj?ement Societ~ News . 
Bulletin, (June, 1958), 9. ----
12 
Consequentl;)', with these tnree additional arees affecting 
worker potential, eu additional allowance bbould be subtracted 
from the worker potential established by tbe predetermined 
time stsnderd, thereby redUCing 'it to B nnormsl n pace. 
In actual practice the observer is I'equired, to ,I'ecord the 
method, motion by motion. Eacb of tue motio!l[;) h,,'s e Value on 
the tables. 'Iha time is recorded fOI each elel1 snt, BUd: ti"e 
total af all the elements is the ti~e required to perform the 
operation. The advocates of f'redeterrained elemental time 
values bOBst of a greater conSistency, since tbe retine;; tEctor 
ht,s been eliminated. 
In addition, the advocates of predetermiJ..ifl3d elementel 
time values ole 1m the number of grievances over production 
stendatds decrease, as the result ot' a more consistent Edid 
eCGurl~te method of rate setting. In thiB 1nvestii68tion. the 
suthor has attempted. to check thi:s claim euaea 1 ino out if 
• 
" ' 
properly applied predeterw.illed tUie values have resulted in 
decreased grievances over PIoQuction stand6r<is. 
The first !orwel predetermined s.Y~telll" ll/;otion-lilue-Analy-
!1!, wes developed aIound 1925, end is still in usetod.s.y.19 
The second system of predetermi.oedtime vBlues wc.;s the ~­
Factor sy~em. ;rhe initial researct: 101 this system was COrJ.-
19James H Duncan, I1From Stopwatch to Bcience, It nail and 
Faotor:, (November, 1955), 119. ----
13 
ducted in the early ttdrties. "Its first app11cetion "'NBS 
made at Radio Corporstion of Americ8, Camden. New Je:r;sey in 
1938. ,,20 Ge.nerel Electric. \J!estern Electric end Minneapolis 
Honeywell Regulator Companies followed by develo.l:-ing their 
olNn pr1vl;!te systems of predetermined time values. Durin,:, 
this seme period Methocts-'Pime-Meesurement was introduced, 
based on reseerch conducted at Westinghouse by the f,;ethods 
};~ngi.tleerinB Council of Pittsburgh. 21 
Genersl Electric hBd developed two additionsl systems 
by the end of the forties. OIle of these was celled Motion-
Time-standards eud ttle other Dimension-Motion-'I'!me. Never-
theleas, up to th.is time only three independently evolved 
systems were evslleb1e, Motion-Time-2\n81lsi~, Work-Fector and 
;;lethods-'l'!me-Me8,Efllrement. Bssic-Motion-Times were developed 
from 1949 to 19'1 by combining Work-Factor Bnd ~ethoda-Time­
r'Ae.,!uremen't. 22 
Three d1fterent techniques were employed in developing 
these systems. 'rha first technigue wes the !..££.elerction-de-
c.l~lstion frinciR1e. This technique considers the increase 
in time required to perforn; B motion due to the ecce1er8tion 
requir€d to start 8 motion end the deceleration requirEd to 
20Ib1d 
_t p. 119. 
21
Ibidt p. 119. 
22I :bid., p. 119. 
stop 8 motion. .A. B. Sesur t s Motion-'1.'ime-Anal:sis is the 
foremost system employing this technique.23 
The second techni9ue is the Bvers6e-motion principle. 
This tecnnique con.~e.llsa'tes ior the incr'eBse ill time required 
to pelform e motion by aversging all similar elementsl motions 
The syste:.ns employing this technique arEl the captive sJ'l;5t;ems 
of General Electric, Western Electr'ic Bnd !'1t.inr;.eslJolis-Honey-
well--Regulator Company. Metnods-'1'ime-lJ:essuIement is the 
only independent system that falls into this classification. 24 
The "&Ed techniiue is the additive method. This tech-
nique advoc.tes the recognition of increased t~J"e required for 
the motion 'pattern by s<ldin!-. time tor the difficult;ies encount 
exed. The systems sponsoring this method ere: iNork-:F'ector' 
•• t 
Basic-Mo t1on-Times end the two captive systems of 3eneLsl , 
Electric Company known 8S Motion-'J1ime-Syt>tem and D1meIlsiona~­
Motion-slstem. 25 
" . 
All of the indej,;endent systems of predetermined time 
'_c,_ 
values boost of a high degree of accuracy anu consistency, 
irrespective of the particular technique the.} eIlIploy, yet 
23Clif.ford Sellie, "Time study without ~ Stopwatch". 
from a series of lectures (St£nd&Id~Bn~ineerin::), CniCB60, 195 ) 
24-
Ibid. 
25-
Ibid. 
eEich group approached trie problem ot increased motion diff-
iculty in a different ma.rmer. 
D. Me thod .E.! Ak?RroBch: 
*lihe Buthor attempted to detezmiilE! ovez'sll company ex-
15 
perience with, end whether or not fewer grievances did result 
from the instal18tion of standards bc;sed on predetermined time 
values. (rhe problem was approached b;y actual field interviews. 
f: cOP1 of tbe schedull3 used to conduct these inter'views will 
be found in A~p6nd1x I. A list of t.heir clients, in the 
Chicago Ares, using predetermined time values, on April 1, 195b 
was procured from: 
a. Clifford Sel11e, Executive Director 
Standards F;nc:.ineerin~ 
7400 N. Western Avenue 
ChicBgo, Illinois 
b. James Duncan, Manc6in6 Partner 
II'he Work-Factor ·Company 
206 West Atlantic Avenue 
Heddon Heights, N. J. 
Ev.r~ client (18) on the lists submitted >lISS interviewed by 
the Buthor. 
E. Definitions: 
Below is a list of the technical terms that will be 
used in this thesis, Blon~ with the definitions of each. 
i,1icromotion ••• "is the study of the fundamentsl ele-
ments or subdivisions of all opere tion by 8 means of ~ Dl.otion-
l~lcture camera and B timing, device which accuratel;y indicates 
16 
tte time intervals on the motion-picture film. tt26 
Predeterrnined elemental time values; 'This term ap,t,J1ies 
to the time values for the fundamentsl elements xesultintS 
from micromotion study. fhese are usu~113 presantedm the 
form of tables end the technician records the appropriate 
velue frol1'. them. (This is the most hic;hly refined of the 
,t,Jredeterruined time methods). 
Predetermined ti!lle va lues: 'llhis term is used to identify ----------~-- ---- -------
either elemental ~ values or qoui?ed elemental~. (rhis 
term coveI'S the grouped predeterlI~ined time vslues into tables 
of standard data. It .180 covers values that have been re-
............................... -
corded by means other then mechanical devices, that cannot 
calibrate the time values in amounts less than thousandths 
of e minute. 
Predetermined ~ standards: 'l1L.i8 teX,Li) is applied to 
" ~roduction standards that are bBse~ on vredetermined time 
vaLues. 
Yicromotion technique: The ,term applied to tbe 
mechanicsl devices method of analyzing end recording, time 
values for elements at Nork based upon tables of fuudameLttel 
time values. _ ........................ .. 
26 
Barne s. p. 15. 
CH.AP'l'ER II 
PHEDETERi INED TDkh: STA NDP, itDS 
11. Standsrd ~ based uQOD. ~ studies: 
Direct t1Jle studies necessitate the use of the fflevelini:~H 
or "r;;;tingll process. "Leveling" deterl;iines the v8ris4ion 
from ttnormBP' of the operator observed, end is sJ:.Iplied to the 
results of tbe time study (select time) in order to arrive et 
"normal time". The elternative method of rete settin~ is 
to set standards by the indirect or stsnderd-dete method.. rrtwo 
experts explain that, "standard times for elements compiled 
from many stUdies Bre the besis for the stenu£rd. By deter-
minin:s such standsx'd ele.rnentel times from IDany studies on 
different operators, verietions it;). work cond.itio!ls GnG. errors 
in judging how the operator worked~re aVerb~eQ out. The stand 
ard elements, properly cOllibil.led, \liill t;.ive a true stan~8rdt 
when conditions ere stc.cnderized within practicol limits before 
the job is begun ... 1 
The ability to set stsnciards PI ior to 'productiol1 is of 
paramount import8nce in companies where short production runs 
~ P Alford eud John R Bangs, Producti~n Hendbook~ (New 
York, 1957), p. 521. 
17 
18 
prevail, since the run may be co.plated before the standards 
ere set b'y • more detailed process. Furthermore, stendard date 
are belleved by one expert to be more consistent than direct 
time ,studies, since they "are acoml,Josite of Insny studies. 
EXBct17 the seme time is allowed in 8 standard for en element 
eeoh time the element occurs in a work cycle, and time for 
variable elements reflects the proportionate difference in time 
due to a physical difference in the psrt. n2 
"Standard date developed in the plant where they will 
be applied," 011''01 SlIy~, "8re easier to explain to employees, 
supervisors, Bnd union represent8tlves then the individual 
study method and once the detB are understood and accepted 
they cease to be a source of trouble. Standard da.ts seem to 
'meke sense' b,08use the enlploye. has in his work experience 
unconacioua11 made such eomperison of one production standard 
to another. Standard date explains the ditIer.ence readily 
snd ecceptsbly on the basis of difterences ... 3 . 
The analyst proceeds to build standard date by survey-
ing the departments, to determine the similarities between the 
ope,I\&tions. Since standard data is directed to allowing the 
same time for an element each time it occurs, seeking out 
~dmund A eyrol t nHow Standard Time Data is Established t., 
Industrial Management Society H!!! Bulletin (September 1958). 8. 
'Ibid. 
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these similarities is actually the process of seeking out the 
identical elements that occur in different opere.tiorls, 
.Ii glossary .2! terms is prepared f'or use with the survey 
dBts defining the basic elements 1nrespect to their st&rt-
ing end end pOints. The next major step is the listine:,. of 
the variables. That is fOllowed by an 1nveatigation of "what 
dimensions or character is tics cause tbem to vary.·A 
The advocates of standard data built by stop watch con-
tend that the errors resulting from this methoa ere less than 
those based on motion pictures. ftAn oper.stor working under a 
battery of floodlights end carefully watched by an audience 
of cameramen, technicians, and engineers, is not likely to 
perform at a normal and smooth pace," Cyrol holds. The 
analyst employing the stop watch method (equipped. with three 
watohes, so that one watch is running while the analyst is 
recording the results of tbe previOlls rea UiIlt~J is t the-3 feel t 
,-
capable of timing the fundamental ~otions accuretely.5 
The followers of the school of "ta1lor-made fl fundamental 
motion standard deta feel that theirapproBoh results in more 
accurate standards, beoause the basic studies are oonducted 
4 Floyd Simerson, "Twelve steps to Practical Standard 
Data" t Report Proceedings t Pacii ic Coast Ga I'!l1ent iranufecturers 
Production Meeting, 1956. 
5Edmund A Cyrol, "Tailor-made Fundamental Motion Stand-
ard Dete",.!lll ~ llectory (July, 1957), 82. 
in the same area in which they will be applied. They sr6ue 
tbat standard date, built from basic elemental tables, do 
20 
not take into consideration the individual work characteristics 
and furthermore t "tailor-made" data can teke into consideration 
the particular motions that precede as well 8S follow the 
particular one being timed. They present laboratory testB to 
indicate that motions are not isolated and the t~ne required 
is affected by the elemental combinations that exist in the 
operation oycle.6 
B. Reasons £.2.! usins Standard It!!! based .2:2: Predetermined 
;;E..;;1 .... 6 ... m .. e ... n.... t ... a.... l ~ Va lues: 
The adversaries of the "teilor-made·school advocate the 
use of basic tables that Umay be resynthesized into standard 
t1ae. for a job, even when the job is entirely different from 
those previously studied.,,7 They refute the versatility of 
"tailor-made" date, on the besis that the elements ctinnot be 
isolated into .fundament.al elements. 
The adVOCates of ~h:e ,.elemental time value standard da ts 
question the consistency of the rltailor-made tt system. The 
initial program may result in til set of data which will be both 
adequate and satisfactory for 8 particular opel'stion. How-
6Ibid • 
?Marvin E Mundel. Motion snd Time Stud:. (New York, 1955), 
p.420. --
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ever, no operation is fixed so that the d8tO will be adequate 
and satisfactory, indefinite 1y. :All data re quire revisions as 
additions and deletions, constantly. \:\lith the "tailor-made" 
system these revisions become co~tly, since the same number 
of observations must be taken as were taken tor the original 
study. Furthermore, in a dynamic situation, like the work 
place, the revision mas not be con~istent with the then 
existing situation. 
Some advocates of the "te ilor-made tf method fee 1 that 
these revisions can be compared or even levelled by the 
elemental method. 8 However, the opposition contends that this 
would 1l1d.1cate e greatex degree of confidence in the elemental 
tables than in the "tailor-Dlade" method. 
The elemental data enthusiasts feel that the tables they 
use are more accurate as well aB more consiBcent than the 
tltailor-made" ap'proach. The time'values for tb.eir tables were 
obtained by much more refined methods and measurind, devices 
(the motion picture camera end the timing instrument) than 
the stop watch. In edaition t the independent systems attest 
to billions of hours of a,t;plicstion and when en::; discrepancy 
is noted further research is conducted, and the required 
corrections are made. 
8 Simerson, Pacific Cosst Ga.rment Manufacturers Production 
Meetina· 
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.A 1953 survey indicated that 97 per cent of 132 users 
of predetermined time stendar'ds agree thst the st&ndards are 
"accurate enough by the measure that reall;y counts: pr&ctical 
shOp applicetion," !urtbermore, the accurac;y ot the tables 
does, not seem to be in question as much as the accuracy of the 
engineer who~applies them. 9 
Standard data established fro:p1 predetermined time values 
is considered by man;y as less costly t~n the stop-watch method. 
However, it has usually been necessary tor the company to 
secure an outside consultant, to initiate the program oS 
well as to make periodic visits to audit the stendards and the 
application of tbe., to retain sccuracy and CeR$lstency~lO 
Fredetermined time stenderde have been called ttwork 
measurement microscopes".ll Because the analyst is r<:\quired 
to make more detailed descriptions of the operations, he quest-
't 
ions the necessity of certain of the motions he records. The 
survey of 1953, mentioned sbove, showed that 87 per cent of 
tbe 132 companies surveyed reelizea. better shop methods with 
the chenge over to predetermined elemental time values. 12 
9 
"Predetermined Time Standards", E'actor;r Man8bement !ill! 
~";8int.nance (September, 1953), 1,4. 
10Ibid • 
-11 Information from 8 personsl intervie..v of the Buthor with 
Floyd Simerson, Assistant to the Vice President of Manufectur-
ing SerVices, Sears Roebuok snd Co., June 27, 1958. 
12 Factor: Management ~ Maintensnce. (September. 1953) ,134. 
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A decided sdvBntege claimed fOl- predetermined elemental 
time values is thst they establish 8 worker potentiel. against 
which production records cen be compared to deter'mine over ell 
elficiency,13 being used 11Ke the 98.6° F. "norm" on the fever 
thermometer. Work measurement, l1ke many fields of prectic~1 
measurement, is not concerned 'N1th achieving ebsolute eccurccy t 
but rether, with "reducing the error resulting from measure-
ment to 8 point where it can be disregerded. nl4 
Standard ~.tB is ~enerBlly accepted by its advocates 8S 
the best meens of setting standards. b eceuse they believe it 
provides B comparison with other operatiOns in the total pict-
ure. Furthermore, they point out. the operations cen be 
Bl'lalyzed after the standard has beer. established, thereby 
reducing the emotionalism that surrounds the standar:ds set 
by estimation, historical or direct time study methods. With 
predetermined elemental times, tbe~ feel ttle problem can be 
disseoted after the fact,8tJJ.d re-snslyzed in eXBcli1y tne 
seme sequenoe end by the ssme method. They point out that 
en arbitrator can actually take the analyses out to the shop 
13nYardstick for Worker Performance," Steel CLX (.Ap.ril e, 
1957), 46. 
14 K C White t t1PredeterminedF'1ementsl Motion !J.11.rr.e sn, 
presented at the annusl meeting of the American SOCiety of 
r::echanical Engineers, (December 1, 1950). 
end check the method for accuracy snd practlcGllty.15 
Predetermined elementb 1 time Vt; lues systems t the 
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followers believe, is the better method ot building stand-
erd data, primarily because of the 8 dvants;:sea derived there-
of, in the areas of accuracy, consistency. better shop 
methods and economy of application. 
As mentioned above, eech of the eighteen companies inter-
viewed by the author use standard deta bGsed on predetermined 
elementsl time values. 
!!.2!! Products IncorRorsted began a program. of establish-
ing production schedules based on atanderd data iLl October, 
1957. These standards replaced pl;'oduction schedules based 
on the historical method. 16 
]!!! ~ Howell ComEsnl in 1950 instituted an incentive 
program using the standard date method. These date were 
based on predetermined elemental ti,me velues and the.}' re-
plaoed an inoentive program based on direct time study.17 
Borg Erickson Corporation partially replaced incentive 
15F8irweather, personal interview with author, July 
21, 1958. 
16I n!ormstion from a personal interview of the luthor 
with Albert Helderman, Work-Factor Co-ordinator. Avon 
Products Inoorporated July Ib, 19$8. 
l? 
In!orm&tion from a personal interview of the author 
with Fred Gehl. Chief Plant Bnd Industrial Engineer and 
Henry steen, Assistant Chief Industrial Engineer, Bell aud 
Howell Company, .April 10, 1958. 
25 
type stendsrds based on the direct time stuu.}' and historical 
rnethod in December, 195€>. The new stslldtrds were set by 
-
atslldard data based on predeteI'.Uliaed elementsl time values. 
However, these were instslled in one deJ,)srtment (sub-assembly) 
only. At the time of the interview with the author the stand-
srd data method hed not been expana.ed to cover any additional 
departments. l8 
Continentsl Scale Cor2oration completed the program of 
building standard data in the month of June, 1957. The 
initial installation was concerned primarily with esteblishinS 
production standerds on s large becklo.g of jobs with no exist-
ing standards and job~ with stsnderds that. needed to be re-
vised because of chenged conditions. The produ.ction stsuds:rds 
based on standard data are of the incentive type and. replaced 
incentive type standards based on the direct time study 
method. 19 
Control Com«sBl ~ America installed their standard data 
program in early 1956 to cover 100 per cent of the companyts 
operations. The only operations not included weI'e those of 
short run duration. These standards were of the incentive 
18Intormation from 8 personal interview of the author with 
Harold Piper t Vice President of !.:!anufscturinth Borg-E.?;>icltson 
Corporation, July 14, 1958. 
19Information from (; personal interview of the author with 
William Hutchinson, General Manager, Continentsl Scale Corp-
oration, June 12, 1958. 
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type and they replaced incentive type standards based on the 
direct time study method. 20 
Do.at Manufacturins Q.ompsl'll installed their program on 
February 1, 1958. Their standard data program was intended 
to establish incentive type standards replac1n& incentive 
type stand.rde established by the direct time study and 
historical methods integrated with union neooti.tion.2l 
Duel' ~ Bendin~ ComPBS: installed their standard data 
program in August 1957 to set incentive standards. These 
r8»lsoe4 incentive standards established by direct t~me 
stud;v.22 
!!! V,llel Manufecturini Division began operations on 
January 1, 1956 as 8 new enterprise. The production stand-
erds were ot the inoentive type, end they have been set by 
the standard dot,. method from the first dey of opera tion. 23 
20 
Information from" personal interview of the suthor with 
C8rl Noller, Chief Induatr~l Engineer, Control Co~p8ny of 
America, April 16, 1958. 
a . Information from 8 personal interview ot the author w1th 
Alan Shure Vice President ot Menufacturines and Howard Skolsk, 
Design Engtneer end Chief Industrial Engineer, Dowst Manufac-
turing Company, July 1, 1958. 
22 Information from a personal interview ot the author with 
Joseph Smith, Genersl Manager, Duer Tube Bending Com~any, 
May 28, 1958. 
23 Intormation from a personal interview of the author with 
Edward J. Hl1l, Vice President ot Manufacturing, Fox Valley 
Manufacturing Division, July 16. 1958. 
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Fr8nburg,~ ~ Compen: installed the stand6xd data 
method in May 1956 to establish production, schedules for 8 
me8sured-dey-work operetta. No standards were usell prior to 
that time. However, production schedule estimates were 
determined on the basis of percentage of seles dollars. 24 
Haeger potteries Incorporated initiated their standard 
date program in September, 1957 and established·tbeir first 
production sohedule in January, 1958. The standard data 
method was chosen to replace the historical method of es-
tablishing production schedules. The historical method hed 
replaced the direct time study method in 1953.25 
H.l~9rBfters Incorporated installed the standard date 
method to establish production schedules in 1955 at which 
time the direct time study method had been used. 26 
Henna EBaineerin.fl Compagy installed production stend-
erds established by the standard 9-6te method in the assembly 
department on July 2?, 1956. These standards were of the in-
24 . Information from a personal interV1.8W of the author with 
Stanley Franburg, President, H. A. Frsnburg Cornpeny, July 14, 
1958. 
25 
Information from a personal interview of the Buthor 'Nith 
FrNin Deuchler, Controller, Haeger Potteries Incorporated, 
July 16, 1958. 
26 
Information from a personal interview of the Buthor with 
Joseph Obal l Production Controller, Helicrafters Incorporated, April 10, 1':J58. 
centive type and they replaced the incentive type direct 
time study atandards. 27 
28 
Kellof}S switchboard ~ Supp1l Compsp,;f replsced direct 
time study incentive standards with incentive standards es-
teb11shed by standard date in Msy 1956. 28 
Motorola Qommunications !B£ Electronics Incorporated 
replaced production schedules established by the direct time 
study method with product1on schedules estCjblisned by the 
standerd data method in 1947. Incentive ste£lQ.<)rds were used 
for" period during the weI', ottlerwise,it hss been strictly 
8 ... sured-dsy-work operation. 29 
Stenle: Knight ~ Fountains Incor~orate~ initiated 
their standard data pro~rem in December, 195b, but did 
not establish any prOd.uction scnedules until .Februery, 1957. 
No work measurement prevailed prior to that time, however, 
production schedules did exist pr~orto February, 19,7 
2' 
. Information from e personsl interview of the suthor 
Ted Burgess t Vice President of Menuiectur ing snd Robert L. 
Clerk. Works M&ns€"er, Banns Engineering, J~e 23 t 1958. 
28 
Nieminen. Ade.and Rousch, personal interview with 
suthor on April 1, 1958. 
29 Information from 8 personsl intervieill of the author 
with Il'ed dte\¥srt', Ctt'lef Indust.ri<:;l Engineer. Motorola Commun-
ic~tions and Electronics Incorporsted, July 14, 1958. 
bBsed on the "rule of thumb" method (estimation).;O 
Vulcan Containers Corporation installed production 
schedules for a measured-day-work operation on March 22, 
1958 in one department only. Production schedules prior to 
that time were established by estimation. 3l 
29 
Warwick Manu.facturiu.s qomp8n~ begt:-n operations in 1953 
end established the production schedules for e meBsured-dsy-
work operation from the beginning vy the standeX'd data 
method. 32 
Wabcor Incorporated installed production schedules 
established by stsndal'd date in 1953. 'These schedules re-
pleced production schedules established by the direct time 
study method. 3' 
30InfOI"lllBtion IX'om 8 peri;jonel interview of the Buthor with 
Robert Schneider, Stanley Kn1~ht $ode Fountains Incorporated, 
June 23, 1958. " 
31 . 
Information trom a personal interview of the suthor with 
Emmet Boyer, Chief Industrial En1!,ineer, Vulcan ConteineI'S 
Corporation, May 28, 1958. ;2 
Information .from a peI'sonal interv1eN of the author with 
John Marchese, .Acting Vice President of Manufactur ing,· John 
Ksjends.1', Corporative Industrial Relations Director, Burt 
Flax, A.aistant to General Meneger, Zion PlB nt, Richard 
Gleeson. Industrial Engineerin.g !,1aneger, Zion .Plant, Warwick 
l!IenuflScturing Company, ..April 24., 1958. 
;3In1ormetion from 6 personal interview of the Buthor with 
Vernon Springer, Cnisv Industrial Engineer, Webcor Inco:rporeted 
r~6y 1, 1958. 
, . 
CHkPTEH III 
VARIOUS USES OF PREDETERMHfED TDJiE VALUES 
A. Wase determination: 
Nine ot the companies interviewed by the Buthor use pre-
determined time stsnderds to establish production schedules 
for measured-day-work operations. 
Avon Products IncorRorsted established the production 
standards by applying en allowance it-ctoI' of :;0 per cent. 
This includes personal, fatigue, unavoidable deley and 
"normalizing time". Predetermined time stenderds were 
installed throughout Bnd the assembly depertment wes allot-
ted en edd1tionel 5 per cent tlnoIY;...£,llizing ti1l'2€ 11.1 
The company conducts efficiep.cy studies periodically cHld 
the results indicate that line fI,A" "maintains 87 per cent 
efficiency based en the allowed time, whereas line "Ell main-
tains 83 per cent efficiency based on the allewed time. 
!!.:.. !.:.. Frc!nburg CowMan: uses an all!()wance factor of 35 per 
cent. Their efficiency studies show the operstio.ll 65 per cent 
lHeldermon, personsl interview with suthor. July 16, 1958. 
30 
31 
efficient based on this allowed time. 2 
Haeger Potteries Incorporated applieB B 15 per cent 
allowance factor to the select tir;\e; their efficiency studies 
indioate the operators are &0 per cent efficient on the besis 
of this allowed time.' 
The allowance factor usea at Hellicrafters IncorRore.ted 
is 32 per cent. Foremen review employee performance every 
three months to determine whether or not the employee is 
performing at the allowed time. At Hallicrafters Incorporeted 
it 1s expected that the operGtors perform at the allowed 
time.4 
Motorola Communications ~ Electronics, Incorvorsted 
uses an allowance fector of 33 per cent. "Line groups" 
(forty to sixty operatoIs per line) receive an additional 
4 per cent. Employees who do not meet the allowed time aIe 
sep-e Ie ted from the company. 5 
An allow8nce fector of 40 per cent is usad at stanle~ 
Knight ~ Fountains Incolporsted. The work-force progIessed 
from 60 per cent ot the sllowed tilLe in Msrch, 1957 to 
2 FIs,n'Qurg, personal interview .vith Buthor t truly 14, 1955. 
3Deuehler, personsl interview with author, July Ib, 195b. 
4 
cbal, personal interview with suthor, April 10, 1950. 
5 
stewart, personal interview with Buthor, July 14, 1950. 
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85 per cent of the allowed time in May, 195&.6 
Vulcan Containers CorRoration uses a 15 per cent allow-
ance factor, however, the production schedule is set at 85 
per oent of this allowed time. At the time of the inter-
view the work-torce performed at 82 per cent of this schedule.? 
The Warwick Manufactur1ns Company uses 8 varying allow-
ance factor not to exceed 47 per cent. Production sched-
ules ere set at the allowed time and the operator is ex~ected 
to perform at this pace. Provisions hvve been made to com-
pensste those l1nesthat exceed these schedules with group 
incentives. However t at the time of the interview over-all 
efficiency of the work-force renesd between 85 per cent to 
96 per cent of the production schedule. 1J1his difference in 
expected efficiency and actual efticiency is attributed to 
"downtime" ceused by manegement inefficiencies alla not to 
the worker's inability to meet th~., allowed time. 8 
At Webcor IncorRoreted 8 32 per cent allowance factor is 
used. The company maintains depart.mental efficiency records 
which are prepared weekly, whereas individual Bud group 
efficiency records are prepared daily. The over ell periorm-
6 Schneider, personal interview with author, Jul.}' 16. 1950. 
?BOyer, personsl interview with Buthor. May 28, 1956. 
8 
Marchese, Kajander, Flax and Gleason, personal inter-
view with author, April 24, 1958. 
33 
c encs based on the allowed time is epproximately 90 per cent.;! 
The remaining nine companies interviewed by the author 
use predetermined time values to establisb production stBnd-
erds tor incentive operations. 
E!!! ~ Howell Compan~ uses en allowance taotor of 41 
per cent to set their production standards. Detailed prod-
uction breakdowns are pz'epsred monthly and these reJy,orts in-
d1.cate ttlat the OliIorkel's perform on en average of 125 per cent 
of tbe allowed time. 10 
An allOwanoe tactor of 25 per cent is applied to the 
seiect "'tme at Bort)-Er1ckson CorRoration. 'l'his 1s ex~ended 
to. 35 per cent in speCial cases, as an inducement to increase 
proQuction. However. the operator is expected to produce to 
at least 100 per cent of the production standard.ll 
Earnings records are pre,Psred periodically at Contillent-
II Spale C0B1P8Bl. However. the wor~ers heve preconceived 
concepts of whet the standards should be and, consequently, 
they do not generelly enjoy incentive earnings. lNomen work-
ers are consistentl;y per.fIDrming at 5 per cent below the stand-
ard. Nevertheless, a smsll pereentage of the cperc: tors do 
9springer, personal interview with suthor, May 1, 195tl. 
10 
Gahl Bnd steen, lJersonsl inteIv?-ew w1th author, April 
10, 1958. /:, : Tr" 
• : .• 'lr, 11 
Piper, personal interview with eu;th&lj;"" July 14. 1950. 
perform at or better than the allowed time. The allowance 
fector used to srr ive.at this e llowed time is 17.0 .fiex cent .12 
.A thirty per cent8"llowence fsctor is used at Control 
com,esnal' .2! America. Per·formsnce reports indicate that ex-
-
ceptional operators produce at select time (the base to which 
tbe allowance .factor was added). However, time study has 
been transferred from an engineerin6 function to the funct-
ion of the plant manager. This allowed time m.ay be altered 
somewhat to minimize grievances in t4e plBnt. 13 
The Dowst Manufacturing Com~8AJ uses an allowance fector 
of 37 per cent. However. no efficiency studies heve been 
conducted since only 40 per cent of the qlerations BIS 
covered by predetermined time stsudards. 14 
The Duer Tube Benain& ComwaBY arrived at a compromise 
i 
allowance factor of 75 per cent. This tector WGB the result 
of comparisons conducted between the pre lie termin.ed time stend-
.' 
erda and the stop wstch st~ndBrds tl'lbt prevailed prior to the 
installation of f;redeterm1ned time standards. Under the union 
agreement they could only inGroduce tbe correct stcndDrd 
gradually, consequently, on JsnuB.t'y 1. 195b, the allowance 
l2Hutchinson. personal intervie:, with author. June 12, 
1958. 
13 T\'toller, persons 1 interview with suthor t April 16, 1956. 
14 Shure and tik01ak, personsl interview with author. 
truly 1, 1958. 
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fector wss reduced to 65 per' cent. Per'forroanc€ records show 
tbat the operBtors Bre working st tne stendard. this iucludes 
the revised standards resul tinS from the reduction in tb.e 
sllowence fector BS Nell. 15 
The allowance teetor used at the E2!,. Va11e:x Manufactur-
in5 Division is 40 per cent. The performance records show 
they !tcBn' t oome eny where neer tbe product ion stend.erd" .16 
j,;r. Hill feels the standards cannot be met because. (a) the 
length of the o~r£1tion cycles is fairly lons; (b) tbe 
production runs do not lend themselves to repetitive motion 
patterns; (0) the supervisory force bas not gained confidence 
in the rate setting process; end (d) the standsrds enf:!.,ineers 
hed not acquired the knowledge of tbe industr~i required to 
set standards accurately (the com.pany began operGtions on 
January 1, 1958).17 
., 
The Hanna Engineering Compen:¥. u.ses sn allowance fst:tor 
of 43 1/3 per cent. PerforIllance records show thot the opera-
tors ere pr'oducing at 100 per- cent of the allowed time .18 
The allowance !eotor used st Ke11o¢4g Switchboard !!!d 
15Smith, personal interview with author, feiray 28. 1950. 
16 
Hill, personal interview with Butbor. July 16, 1958. 
17 
Ibid. 
-18 Burgess and Clark, personsl interview oVith author, 
June 23, 1958. 
,Blpply Companz is 34 per cent. Perfo:uLanC6 records sr.i.OW 
that worker;::; produce. et or be10nd select tilr,e .19 
B. Work Simplification !.!.!£ .Automation: 
Predetermined time v81ues hElve been advocated b'y !Ile.ny 
as a work simplification tool. Work Simplification should 
not be cOllfused with methods imprQvement, which is the en-
gineer's analytical approach to the problem of increasing 
efficiency. Work simplification stresses the hUll~n siue 
of methods improvement, and is desi~ned for ioremen and 
employee iBrticipation to tsp the reservoir of iaees re-
sulting from their practic61 expe.I'ience. 20 
3b 
The role of the industrial en~ineer in work simplifi-
cation is one of programming end coordinetin~ the ~rogrvm. 
',\lork simplification to be s totel success is said to de..!?end 
on whether or not the partiCipants accept and understsnd the 
prinCiples of motion economy and the basic elements of 
" 
motion. 21 
.A means by which individuels Bre I'sold" predetermined 
time values is to use the elemental descriptions as s basis 
lor training the operators. In this manner, the ('\J,>carator and 
19Nieminen, Ada end Rousch. personsl interview 'Ilith 
author, April 1. 1958. 
20 
UWork Simplification". Factory Manag$ement and Main-
tenance, (July, 1958). - -
21 
Simerson, persollal interview with author, June 27, 1956. 
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line supervisor have an opportunity to gain confidence in the 
standard 8S well 8S the system. 
Ten of the eighteen oompanies interviewed had no formal 
work simplification program in progress; they rely solely on 
their engineering depertm.ellts to improve ll:lethods. Six did 
bave formal work simpli1ication programs and each felt that 
exposure to predetermined time values &8vetremelldous im,Petus 
to the program. 
Two surveyed companies had work simplitication progrslIis 
in progress, but they felt thst the exposure to predetermined 
time values had little or no affect on the final outcome. 
Floyd Simerson, B strong adVOCate ot work simplification, 
believes.thst "predetermined time values serve 88 8 very 
.,\ 
unique tool tor applying work simplificatio.n fundamentsls". 
He says, "you might think of them B8 being cenned m1.oro-
motion stu.., and motion economy ... 22 
The res.,I:)onses to the question B5 to wbether or not 
predetermined time values could be applied to Butomatea opera-
tion.s were not fevorable. HOiNevex, the respondents tended 
to agree with the findings 01 the survey conducted in 1953, 
that 'predetermined eleme.ntal time vslues Bre desirable tools 
to be used in such ereas 8S "mschine design, plant layout, 
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tool sale etion, product and package design". 23 
.Ill1 eighteen eompBnies felt tbat the use of predetermined 
time standards does ~esu1t in a hi6ber degree of mechanizatioXl, 
as 8 result of the methods improvements that are normally 
derived trom the installation and perpetuation of the program. 
Predetermined time values, they believe. msy have an indirect 
effect on automation in the future; however, no one felt that 
the method would be the direct C8use of Circumventing, this 
technological change. Not one of the carol/anies felt that the 
system was adaptable to the operations where machines control 
machines (fully Butomated operations). 
c. Emp10lee trainin6: 
.II very good example of the application of the micromotion 
teohnique to training, is the Ohicago I;ighthouse for the Blind, 
which is concerned with training blind individU8ls to perform 
rOo j"--.' 
certain production line operations t,. to equip them with" such 
skill that they may compete for jobs with individ~81s that 
are not handicapped. The Lighthouse does not produce $ 
staple product, but is actually e job shop type of operetion 
with 8 veriable job mix. 24 
2; 
"Predetermined Time Standards" t l3b. 
24 IntormetioD from a personal interview of the author with 
Ronald C. Auld, Executive I'irector t The Chic8g,O JJighthouse 
for the Blind, October 1, 1958. 
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Direct time study was instituted with very little success. 
Six years ego they retained e consulting firm which specialises 
in predetermined time values. to train one of their steff 
personnel in the use and application of such a system. stand-
ards have now been set by tbis system, and the elemental de-
scriptions for these stsndards ere being used su.ccessfully 
86 a training tool. It is felt that sighted factory workers 
develop routine work habits to a degree tnat he actually 
performs the motions as if he were blind, consequently, 
elemental descriptions are an ideel aid in develo,Ping these 
habits in the blind as well. 25 
The experience in training the blind individuals in-
dicates t~t the training cycle is longer tor individuals with 
vision. Those individuals, who quelify 8S being leg811y 
blind yet possess • very slight degree of perception, re-
quire an even longer training P!tr1o,~ tban those totall,)' 
blind. It is felt that those individuals that are not totally 
blind tend to rely on their. sight to 8ssistthem ill deve~op­
ing the motion patterns. 26 
The survey revesled that not all the users of predeter-
mined ~1ae values share this confidence in their value ss 8 
trB ining tool. In feet, 50 per cent ot the eighteen eompen-
25Ibid. 
26 Ibid. 
-
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1e8 surveyed emplo), this technique in trl1ni.tlg ella ,0 per cent 
do not. Pome of tbose that do t make la10uts from tbe e lementel 
descriptions, number them in order 01 their sequence, end. 
place ttH.m in full view 01 ell the operCltQI'S lo:r referenee.2 'l 
In one eompeny fj movie has b.en made of these motioI1S, 
1'e Buiting in e definite dcere"se1n trBinlni:.I' 00>3t2. 20 
D. Facilitates ROlleM!~ S! l..U! stenuerd,S: 
In .8 mucb as " production standard 1e based on the Bum 
totel of 811 the lnd1.viduel elements compr1ain~~ ttle opel't'-
t1.on, the operator must perform the operation iLl the pre-
soribed manner in. order to Il~et the stand.ard. In tl,lose eom-
penies where efficiency studies are conducted" opereto:rs t'l'lSt 
produced below sten(lerd, conaia'eAtly, were retrained in tb.e 
proper method, e1Do't >itl W,8 felt thet eny stendsrd wrtioh 
800._te13' describes the method ceD oe met and 81l.3 £il.fb-
stencbrd perfori' &n48 io ususlly .¢ .. ua~d OJ' 1ailure ot .the 
operetor to follow the prescribed method.. 
OonverselJf, the "rWl8.'fSY rete" 1s audited for a possible 
ehenge in method which uy I'equ.ire le8s tiIlle.. . In 85 much as 
ell the tie.ents in an operation ere recor-ded the _tsnderds 
Cenaor. reedily be p01\oe4. Under the direot time study 
27s.Pl.'inser,perSOrJJl intervie.v with suthox, filSJ 1, 1958. 
28 
Simerson, personal interview iilth Butner, June 2'7 t 1956. 
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method, 8 general description of the oper&tion was sufficient. 
In contrast, the micromotion approach is depenc.ent uJ:.ion the 
mattiod, end it is imperative that ell elements in the c'ycle 
be r~corded and followec;i. 
E. Estilll8t ins goat s .2! .!!!..! mode l.!~ 
Tne training problem was one of two serious problems fac-
ing the Chicago Lighthouse for the Blind. Th.e second problem 
wes setting the st8nderd prior to the assembly line op.~ation. 
'rne latter problem was especiall: acute fo:t~ them,becBuse of 
the short product runs. Unlike many operations fOI' th.e hS.lldi-
capped, Chicago Lighthouse procures its production work by 
, 
competitive bidding. Consequently, they must at least retain 
the reletionsh1p between labor cost and total product cost at 
tne time of the bidding_ In tue past six years they hs¥e been 
Bble to set their standards prior to production with a very 
sIllall margin of error. l'hls :teat' C811 be accomplished -by the 
micromotionists 8S long as the method required to perform the 
operation can be visusl1i.edby the engineer, and .the table ot 
values applied to this s~ntheti~ metbod. 29 
The experience of the Chicago Li~hthouae has bee~ re-
peated by thirteen of the eighteen cOH:peuies interviewed. Only 
five companies do not include eost estimation of the new models 
-
2911uld t personal interviewl'Vith the eutr..or, October 1 t 
1958. 
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as standerd operating procedure on 8 100 per cent besis in all 
departments using 'predeterl.:~ined time stendsrds. 
~ ProQ.ucts Ineorporeted feel tbst pre-ratin..; is possibl 
but their operation has never been placed in 8 :position where 
pre-rating was a necessity.30 
Continental Scale Corporation is pre-ratin,J more and more 
but have not relied upon it on a 100 per cent basis. 3l 
~ ~ Franburs Com~anl uses the historical method tor all 
purposes of cost estimating. 32 
!2! Valle: M8nufacturin~ Division does not pre-rete be-
cause they feel that rates are approximately 25 to 3? per 
cent too "tight". 3,3 
Kellog Switchboard .!!ll!. suWl,y ComksIlJ; hBd not done 
pre-rsting becsuse the program was not in "full swing". The 
men interviewed anticipated full sCEle pre-rating aiter May 1, 
~4 1958 when all stop-watch studies w~:re to be reviewed •• ' 
30 Heldermon, personal interview .vith Buttlor. July lb, 1958. 
31Hutchinson t per'soH81 interview with 8 uthOI, June 12, 
1958. 
32Franburg, personal interview with author, July 14, 1958. 
33H1ll • personal interview with Buthor, July 16, 1958. 
34Nieminen. Ade 8ild Househ, .f'ersonal interview with 
author, April 1, 1958. 
CHAPTEH IV 
PRODUCTION STANDAHDS BASED 
UPON PREDli:TER\\;;INED 
Tun:: STANDA RDB 
A. Advantases ~ disadvantcses accruin~ ~!£! union: 
Production stend6rds based on predetern:ined time values 
stress the method, since the totel time allowed for the stand-
ard is dependent upon the total of all the motions required 
to pertorm the operstion. Mr. Fa1rwerther believes tt}at 
the analysis of the method should be nlade BV:;; ila ble to the 
union and·operators as well, so thbt the analyst does not 
prescribe 8n impractical method. 1 
The time required to perform, the motion is teken from 
the table. so the analyst is prevented from sxriviuo at a 
standiSrd time subj6ctive ly t since he cannot adjust the ,time 
either upwards or downwards st will. If the company offers 
to the union s copy 0.1 the method prescribed by the analyst t 
;'11'. Fsirweather feels tbt.lt the worker and his representative 
gain the impression that the cOJ!ii-'~my is interested in arriving 
1 
Fairweather, personsl interview with the author, July 21, 
1958. 
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et fair and equitable standards. Furthermore, the union is 
offered an exect description of the job content. This en-
ables the union to determine whether cr not 1nter-plsn~ in-
equities existm jobs with the identical job descx1~tions, 
snd it can then demand adjustments bssed upon f8ct5. 2 
In aD incentive shop, Mr. Simerson pointed out, the 
workers and indirectly the union benefit by production 
sten4srds based on predetermined time values because once they 
are correctly installed the workers cen work et peek product-
ivity without fear of rate cutting. The only exception to 
this, be feels, would be those CBses where the method being 
used is not identice! with the "one used to set the rate, i.e. 
methods hprovements 1nst8118d by the operator or en error 
Oil the )art of the analyst in recot-cling the proper method. 
However, he pointed out, at no time can. rete be cut strictly 
on tbe besis of high productiVity., This minimizes the' pressure 
of the group on the pece setter to l1mit his productivity.' 
Where there 1s 8 union agreement. the union represents 
the workers in csses resulting over disputes concernins the 
production standards. Mr. Fairwesther has found thet emotion-
alism usually surrounds tbe grievanoes ceused by standards set 
bl estimstlon. historical recores or direct time study because 
2Ibid • 
3Simerson, personal inte'rY'1ew with author, June 27, 1958. 
there 1s • sub~ective ssptet whieh plays en important role 
in tbe rate setting process. Because of this subjective 
aspect, companies ·ere reluctant to permit these CBses to go 
·to the final step of the grievance procedure.4 
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In many in.'a.n.ees,Jlr. Fsirweetber says, arbitrators are 
not specisl1sts in setting production,standerds. end yet they 
are expected to s •• 'l. grievances in this sree 6S impartially 
S8 posaible. The srbitrator is placed at a disadvantage 
wheli he is expeoted to decide 8 csse which of its very 
n.ture 18 based on 8 subJective process. Ontbe other 
hand, Mr. F.ir ..... ther feels that Bti.vanees over standerds 
based on predeterm1ned t.ime values of1er the .•. rbitrator the 
opportun1ty to •• ttle the esse on fects. B. mey make a tour 
of th. work ares.c8nd there he can compare the .standard with 
the method end decide tne·case on its merits, since with pre";' 
determined time stand.rd. the sts~derd can be enalyzeo by 
enl0n.., eft.r the stsndard hBS been set by the ellalyst.5 
Predetermined time standards usually r.quire 8 Short in-
troductory course with key union personnel. Based on his ex-
perience, Mr. Simerson feels that predetermined time standards 
should n.ver be installed unless the work-force understands 
4 Fairw.ather. personal interview with the author, 
July 21, 1958. 
51bid • 
I 
I 
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and accepts them.6 However, Mr. Kingsley's experience shows 
that it is difficult to sell predetermined time standards to 
the workers because, "you usually speak above the worker's 
he.d". Due to the fact tast the workers do not understand 
predetermined time standards, the7 fear that they are another 
rete cutting devioe.? 
Because predetermined time standards usually result in 
methods improvements, Mr. Simerson has found that they creste 
• "tear (in the workers) that you will take ell the weter 
from the method so that they oan't beat the standard with-
8 Gut extl's .effort. l1 
Union. are nOl'lDall1' at B disadvantage with predetermined 
time stsnderd$ in grievaltce cases before arbitration, Mr. 
F.~.ather believes. Normally errors in prescribing the 
method are rectified and on17 such C8ses sr8 permitted b7 the 
company to reach the last step of the grievance procedure. 
Consequently, the union is confined to presenting arguaents 
in regard to the distance of the motion pattern used, since 
the union call' t win a case on any other issue. 9 
6Simeraon, personsl intervie~ with 8uthor, June 27, 1958. 
? r 
Information trom 8 personel interview of the Buthor with 
Merlin Kingsley, Business Agent, Interna~1on81 Brotherhood ot 
Electrical Workers Union. Local 10;1, J~l) 31, 1958. 
8 Simerson. personal interview with Buthor, June 27, 1958. 
9 Fairwesther, personal interview with author, July 21, 1958 
II 
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B. Adventsses ~ ?isedvsntsses 8ccruin~ to !a! foreman: 
"I go further to insist that e foreman should have been 
an -expert time study man'. tt 88YS one expert. "Then he knows 
when the conditions tit the standard time. Thus equipped. 
he tends to look for causes when complaints come UR. The 
sIDarter ones wl11 know before hBUd and. try to correct the 
CBuses. Those they must live with will be allowed £01' in 
adTsnce. Either wey, ,the causes of complaints ere s-eetly 
reduced. tt10 Through such training, the foreun cen under-
stand the standsrd .nd~"bonsequently, he cen adequately per-
torm,h!s Job. However. in the event 8 disap'eement over the 
standerds results and the foremen is eom~lled to accept 
them, he mey not exert 811 his etforts to motlvbte the 
workers into .coepting a standard he does not approve. 
"It is the toremsn to whom the men come with their quest-
lons." Phil Oarrol Bas lound. nTh~y ask the foreman whet-
happened to their premium. They aSK wb.3 they did not make 
as muoh ss they expected to. They wonder why the standard 
time is les8 than the actusl time taken during the time-
study. They say to the foreman that the standards are 
10 . 
Phil Car •• 1, "What Makes Foreman Cost Conscious," 
Journ.~ !! Industrial Engine.r1ne (JulY-August 1955), 7. 'I" 
" 
Ii 
I! II 
,I! 
I
i,,: 
I; 
],
!,I, 
,I 
" 
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too tisht •• 11 The foremsn can adequately answer these quest-
1ons,Mr. Fairweather believes, by actually reviewing the 
analyses sbeets with the operator under the same conditions 
th.t prevailed at the time the study was taken, if predeter-
mined t~ .'@adsrds are used. 12 On the other hand, Mr. 
Simerson pointed out, if neither the worker nor the foreman 
have been thoroughly indoctrinated in tbe menner in watoh 
predetermined time standards sre set, confusion may result. l ; 
The foremen is expected to use the standsrd a8 a yardstick 
to .easure worker pretormauce. He is e~eted to use this 
yardstick to pr6 ise, instruct or reprtund the worker. No 
for.men can adequately eyslluate worker performance with stand-
arda he neither understands nor believes. 
Standards based upon predetermined time values cen, in 
addition, beu81d b1 the . .toremaD to evaluate himsll!. At 
BIll 8119- ijow!l, gomaN aD inoenti! • .plen has been "n .. d 
for the supervisQrs .to r.celve~dditionel remunel'etion as 
part ot the evellistloll prooess. Three of the are,s weighted 
heavily 1n this process ere standards, schedules and methods 
imprewement. It is. felt by Messrs, Gahl and steen that pre-
11 
Phil Cerrol, Jr., Time stud~ Fundamentals for Foremen, 
(New York, 1944), p. 17. -
12 
1958. 
13 
Fairweather, personal interview with Buthor. July 21, 
Simerson, personal interview with author, June 27. 1958. 
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determined time s1ulndsrds have played e mejor role 1n this 
, 14 
area ot supervisory evaluation. 
Because the stendard is based on the sum total ot the 
motions oomprising the standard. the foreman participates in 
the rate setting process in 8 consultative capacity by re-
viewing Bnd approving the method set bJ' the enelyst. All 
men interviewed insist in some degree of review by the fore-
man, since they feel that in this manner he actuslly ,plays 
a greeter role in rete setting than he would using either 
the time studjr or historicel method. 
c. Advantaaes or disadvantages accruini 12 manasea.nit: 
Production standards interest management because of the 
r.lationship of labor costs to the totsl cost picture. A 
-survel conducted in 1952 indicated that the deterioret1onot 
work standards wes widespread, and "the company where no sub-
atantial loo •• ne.s in standards he,s crept in is tb.e':~eKoeption 
rather than the rule ... l !> Obviously, had the methods,ot these 
stel14ards been recorded accurately, the respondents of. this 
survey point out, the degree of lo_seness may heve been more 
read1ly recognized. 
Eaoh ot the representatives interviewed in the ei~ht-
1-4-Gahl and Steen, personsl interview with Buthor. 
April 1.0, ).9';8. 
15a Edward Wrepe, "Tightening Work Stsnder<is*, Harverd. 
Bu~ines8'R.view (July-August 1952). 64. 
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_en companies felt that loose standaxds had prevailed in their 
operations, 8 fector in their decision to install predeter-
mined time stendsrds. Ten ot these companies have developed 
cOlWarisons end they are firll in their belief that labor 
coate have decre.sed with the installation of production 
standsrds based. on predetermined time values. 
Bell 81d Ho •• ll ComRsBl's work-force produces more for 
Sixty ainutes work with the installation of predetermined time 
standards, and, in addition, costs were reduced in other areas 
a8 .ell, because of tnem. 16 
Bors-Erick!oa CorRoiation bes experienced a decrease in 
costs because of predetermined time standards amounting to 
8 per cent. l ? 
pontrol 0011i881 of America nas realized a reduction in 
costs •• OUAtlllS to 30 per cent with inor.ases in IIroductivity 
amounting to 25 per cent. 1S 
Produc'ion standards require more units per bour at 
Dows' Manufacturina OomRsnl because of predetermined time 
stand&rds.19 
16G8hl end steen, person8l interview with author. 
April 10, 1958. 
1?Plper, personsl interview with suthor, July 14, 1958. 
lBN01l.r, personal interview with author, April 16, 1958. 
19 
Shure end Skolsk, personal interview with 8uthor 
July 1, 1958. 
-----------------------------------------------------------
'I ~ 
Deur ~ Bend1!& gompaD: has realized 8 ten per cent 
reduet.ioll in labor costs s1ucu, January 1, 1958 (when the 
ello.ane.fector wes reduced'by 10 per cent).20 
HI"'~ pot"r1es Incorporated realized incre .... pro-
ductivity to the extent of 8 saving of two cents (5.02) on 
eaoh sales dollar. 21 
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At Henn" EpJ~ine.:rin(S C0!!l28e: productivity has increased 
foUJ> or five times for the S8me rate of pay in the depert-
mentis where predetermined time standards were 1nstalled.22 
Savings of 17 per cent on direot labor costs have been 
realized st. Kel10H Sw1t~.b.bosrd ~ SURR1: Com;ea!'!l. in those 
ereas Where predetermined time standards heve been inatalled.23 
Jlot.e18 Commutestions !..!S. Electronic~ Incor;eoreted 
hes realized savings ot 20 per oent ot the direct labor oosts 
for a period of ten years, because of predetermined time stsnd-
srd.s. 24 
The ratio ot total labor dollars to totel production has 
20 Smith, personsl interview with 8uthor, May 28, 1958. 
21Deuchler, personsl intervieN with 8uthor, July 16, 1958. 
22 
Burgess end Clerk, personal interview with Buthor, 
June 23, 1958. 
23 
Niem1nen, Ade snd Rousch, personal interviefl with suthor 
April 1. 1958. 
24stewart, personsl interview with Buthor, July 14, 1958. 
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ind.iested Ii savings of 16 pereent a.nd it is still i.llereesing 
at S,an1e: Knight ~ Fountains Ineoreorated.25 
Representatives of five of the oom~anies feel they have 
1'8811z8d reduced costs due to the installation of predeter-
mined time standards but heve not developed 8nJ comparisons 
to validate these 8ssu.pt1ona. 
Two companies, YO! Valle: Manufacturing Division .end 
Warw1ck MSllu.fectu.r1na gOlUP8!l. heve used predetermined time 
standards trom their inception end consequently comparisons 
are not possible. 
Tne liL ~ Franburi Comp8BY is the only company surveyed 
that has not experienced Bny benefits of reduced labor ocsts 
because of pre4etermined tiule stsnd6rds. HoweveI. they feel 
reduced costs mey be r.eli .... efter August 1, 195i$, when they 
intend to instell predetermined time standards in the 1a1'sest 
de}Jel'.tlllent in th.e comps .D.1'. 26 
258Ghnei4.~, personal interview with. author, Jane 23. 1958. 
26 Franburs, personal interview with author, July 14, 1958. 
CHAPTER V 
LABOR'S ATTITUDE TOWARD 
PRODUCTION STANDARDS 
A. Union's criticism 2! production standards: 
The main criticisms by unions of production standards 
in generel, ere that they mean !'speed-upu and "rete cutting". 
"After e period bf time rworkers] ," reported one union, 
"found th'emselves working faster end harder but getting 
little, if any., increased pey, for e8 soon as they stepped 
up their production their rates were cut. Once this became 
apparent to a large num~er of them, they then realized that 
only organization into strong industrial unions could put 
en end to the objectionable practices."l 
Unions cherge that "speed-up" with the direct time study 
method is achieved by manipuletion of the stop-watch stUdies 
through the rating process. "The very nature of ra t1n,g , fI says 
the AFL-OIO. "opens it to abuse, by manipulating this rating 
feotor. it 'is 8e8Y for the time study ID.an to end up with prac-
tically Bny result he chooses. In fect, as many unionists 
i 
United Electricsl Guide to Wage pa;ment Plans, Time studx 
and JoS Eva!uation, 11-9 (September, l~~), p. 9. ----
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.1 
:1 
know, the rating factor is otten used to enable the time study 
man to end up with 8 standard determined before the time study 
1s taken. In other words, time study is otten used to • prove , 
to ~he workers that a workload or standard set by the company 
is tair. ,,2 
D •• pite the tact that Frank Darling advocates standards 
set by the compan1. arrived by any method, so lons as that 
method doesn't place uclue strain on the worke1'8,3 unions do 
not generally accept standards that ere set unilaterally by 
manegement. The ettitude of unions in the 8ree of standards, 
as voiced by the AFL-CIO, seems to be thet, "uaion judgment 
1s on ., pel' witb IlBnagement t s,,4 Furthermore, the Federation 
teels that the worker on the job "is 88 .oourste a judge as 
anyone" ot the adequaoy ot, the production stenderds. 5 
Dr. Gomberg, 8 former union spokesmen, agrees..v1th the 
edvocete. of grouped elementsl data, that e grester,degree of 
consiatencyre'sults with the type ot standerd data. Further-
more, it "reduces to writing en implied bargain between 
2.A:rIr:QIOColleet1V.!. Bargaining Report, 11-9, 
(September, 19;7), p 51-5~. 
~Darl1ng, phone interview with author, July 28, 1958. 
4-(jed.leeti..,. Bargaining Report t p. 53. 
" - --
Ibid. 
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them [workers) and the management. ,,0 The workers are made 
aware of the productivity expected from them and they adjust 
themselves 8ccQrd1ngly. Furtherm.ore, the en~ineerts curve 
is 'It .• pt. in 0811u10. and his "predictions come out correctly 
even 1f 1t 1s for the wrong reasons."? 
Dr. Gomberg i8 more c~itical of the predetermined element-
al 'time value advocates. His first objeotion to this method 
of building standard data is that this group hes not mede 
aveilable to tn. public the besiO (dais for compilation of 
theutable.. Seoond. he .feels that since different .p~r,08cb.es 
to develop these 'ables heve been pursued, no consistency 
exists ,mong tb.e.dvocates themselves. Third, the combination 
of the elemental aotions in tables of standard date requires 
a oertain degree of jud6llent by the engineers. Consequently, 
the subjecrtl"e factor of. tne historical. est1mationor direct 
t~8tud1 .ethods bes been r.pl.c~d b3 a different term of 
~udgm.nt end aot eliminated 88 they would went everyone to 
belleve.8 
B. Joln.t-ds'erminstloJl!! Rroduct1on sten.dards: 
t The opposition 01 Wlions to. time ,iltudy has led to the 
demand thet rates be negotiated or co-determined. In the men's 
6 Gomberg, p.,158. 
?Gomberg, p. 159. 
S Gomberg, p. 163. 
clothing industry of the Chicago Merket, tithe initisl agree-
ment (1911) opened the way for the union 'to participate in 
setting piece rates and in speCifying qu~lityt."9 
The standard date method of setting rates has existed in 
the N •• York Garment Industry, for over forty years. In 1916 
the Dress Manufacturers' Association end the International 
TAdies Garment Workers Union retained the Thompson Licbtner 
Compcul)'. Inginee.rs to establish fair prOduction standards. 
Tnt Thompson Lichter Company established "unit times for all 
operations end these by proper combinations, were tabulated 
80 that they could be used to determine the time to make a 
blouse of auy desired style end of any material."IO 
Both of these systems of unioa participation have met 
wlthgreet success. The method employed in the men's clothing 
induetr7 at Chicago substitutes the subjective aspect's of rete 
setting with an agreement through 1,legotiation. By th.i:s means 
the rate setting process accepts the union· s judgmeut ', •• 
being on even P&~ with that of menegement·s. On the other 
hand, the method employed in the New York Dress Industry is 
based on 8 more impertial end "acient1l1e" .pproech~ 
.1 
9Chicaso Sun-Times, August 31, 1958. pt. 2, p.2. 
lOspencer Miller, Jr., "Labor's Attitude Toward Time end 
Motion study", Meeh&n~c~l Engineer (April. 1938). p. 289-294. 
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c. Union iart1cipation throu,h pievance prooedure: 
With predetermined time standards the union, tbe workers 
and. t,he foremen participate in the setting of the production 
stendard, by epproving the method. FOI' fuxther assurance that 
t~',.~ll1 is not em,PloYin& another "gimm1ck" t the union 
mey, demand tbat their treined,.rsonnel ~erlodic811y audit the 
statld8rd date. B,. tbis means the union 1s assured that the 
~sta hes been compiled in sccordence with'the basic tenets of 
the systems. 
Secondll. the o.p,eretor is in e position to determine 
whether or not the standsI'd is based on e method that 1s 
prectical. An impractical method will become M'V'ious end the 
opere tor cell call the atte;Ltion ot the steward to the imprect-
to:!:l!t,.. In tbis manner the union is determ11l1ng the standard 
joint1,. w1 th management. 
'lh1s type of participation is most widely used in the 
nine ua1on1se4 oamp.nies among those surve;yed :tor 'this investi-
gation. The objections to the methods are filed through the 
grU.ll~nce procedure. The nine com.vaniesthE;t, were non-union 
have 8 formal rate protest procedure available to tbe,.l;workers 
through Which they cen register their complaints. 
}nother form of union participation in the rate setting 
process is the use ot UJl.i,Ol1 time-study stewerds. I.rhese 
stewards are not permitted to set standards, they 81'e re-
.tric'ed to checking tbe stends,rds In question. Int •• , event 
ttl.ditterences over tne stsJld.u:<is are not r.solv.d~,.h. ceStUI 
> ~ ~ ,- '. 
8re'Der4 in one COSPfJil by (I board ot ".tlve tlme-a'tt_ 
stewftda • .0.4 the com~nyte top time stud3 men.... The eas. 
stu«1 conducted 1:>;, tbe Amerlc~n Menegement AtUIOCi..1tl0.' 
indieates that not " 81.1:1&16 case he. gone beyond this step 
in the rate-protest .SCbinex,.ll 
Dr. Go.bers. teels th&t unions should be $us,Plc1oue of 
this t7pe of .otoD pertic1petlon. UauBl1, the englneers heve 
bee. indoctrinsted b, .$nagement, consequently. theIr Sluiil.Yses 
of the rete 1n dispute w11l be no batter tbeD. thoa. of tbe 
t1u .. studJ' eng1Aeer. ll'urtb.el'lIore, 11 the COnl.veDy .P8j's the 
se18%'le$ to theae Wllon stewards they mey feel the, are 
"employees of tho •• &'Aanag.menta "ho b,ired them" .12 ' 
D. J,'e2l!! ee<.teterJnjaed time standards .2£ schedules .2!! 
to's! Eieyell!e, .!.i !be e16b.teep ComR!ll1.~ 8~ryel •• 1 
Three of ttle companies surveyed CQuld, not melte l.1tlgimete 
comperieons in tbis 81' ••• 
No comparison ceQ be made st the Fox Vel,.: M8ngtagturlgg 
D1v~s1on since toe operation bas used .vredetermined tlme stand-
ardIS trom lts lnce,PtlOll. Ho~evert Mr. Hill, Vice President ot 
11 
IfbUD4 _P,Dy1ans" and til R Wilson, ·Union MSDl'gement 
Cooperstion in Developing Standards", .American Manaiement 
!ssociation Production Series, CXLVI, (New York, 19 3). 
12 Gomberg, p. 174. 
Me.llu1ectur1ng, hea be1!n 1l81nte1ning cloae contsot w1'b the 
operetors .n.d b.ea adjusted. the sllowsnce fector upvI&irdc. '1'o1s 
edjustlllent .es nece.filer, because tbe workers s.od Mr. Hlll felt 
tbe standards coqld n.v.~ be met.13 
A' the V'Jlcen Ctnte1Ders CprRo::ation tne pIogram. had not 
been 1D aftect lOllI enough tor workers to adequately evaluete 
tbe the steAdards aOO v010e their opinion in tfle proper 
menner.14 
.At the W_,wlclt M.ns.t!!Uu%Mw ¥om,p8Y ,predetermined time 
8t811d61:48 bevl be.a used from ttl. lirstde3 the operation 
commeaced. Oon •• quently, no cOlUi,8r1soas are po.sible. HOff-
ever, dur1nS the three 1 •• % 2er1od prior to the date ot inter-
y1e. only five gri.v.nce. bed been filed. 15 
Four of the con}penles surve;Yld neve ~u:£.>8rien.cod no chenge 
1n tbe tot.l number ol srievancea tl1e4 • 
.At Ru" 1u\'t Dlndly C2!R.nl~iev • .nce8 beve rems.ued the 
.eme sinc. the stend.rds w.re "lev. lied" w1th tne existing 
etead.rd. 80 tbat the workers were not elfected by th. change. 
On J.nuary 1, 1958. all stendezds were tlsntened bl 10 per 
n I 
l'H111, person61 interview with _uthor, ,Jul, lb, 1\j5th 
14 Boyer, personel intervie. witb eutbor. Mel 28, 1958. 
15 
Marche •• , Flex end fll,.43on, p.llional intervie •• i~h 
Buthor, April 24, 1958. 
j'l 
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cent. but this d.1d not cause any increase in s,rlevenee •• 16 
'.The 11. 1:.. h;~.nbur, C9Dli8nZ has not experienced en, chBnge 
in the number ot s,.r1evBnces beclutjette,y "have .not reel17 
pushed tbe inst5118tion 01 ,Predetermined time atand.8X:<d$.n1? 
~.Ier Pot,.~1es Ipooriors~.d did not h6ve a~, ~1evanees 
over production e'tandsrde bef.~. 'be ir'u.lt611atlon ot p.r;edeter-
mined time standards end tll."beve not ned 8Dl sinee their 
lut.llation.1B 
At ~!811!1 ie16bt SOdf Fount_ine l!corR!r.t.~ the griev-
anc •• rem.iDe4 unchanaed because predetermined time standards 
.ere still in tn. 'riel .'-ie 8. ler 8S the union and the 
workers were concerned.19 
Etgbt of the compenies heve experienced 8 deorease in 
the number of sr1.va ••• oyer st~ndal'48 with toe installation 
ot p,I'ede'.rmi.ned time standards. 
J<VOll Pr2St!jc~s ~SOri!r8t.d waB subjected to more grt.v-
anCfUI betore the inat811ution 01 .,predetermined tlllellltend81'da. 
The3 1 •• 1 tb&t wben they uaed th.e historioal ~~eth04t the, 1'e-
'pr1a,nded 'RorJters for not produc1J16 tlnoul£.h.witb no bB.is to 
substantiate their oleims. Therelor, they! •• l they me, have 
16 Smith, personal interview with 8uttior t May 20. 195:::'. 
11 Franbuxa. ger8onel interview with author. Jul, 14, 1958. 
l'i>.uCbler, personal 1nt.rv1eN~ith Butc,Ol', July 10, 1958. 
19SChlle1der. personal 1ntervieN .vitb author. June 23, 1958. 
,I 
iii' 
I'j i I~ 
01 
been repr1mandini1 exo$¥t1ollE1 N'orA$re ss well l\l'.7 tte1:isroinsl 
wurkcu:a. However, since they in.stslled .vr.dete.r~~1!:led time 
st8:ndeX'ds .. the, 'pre~sre da111 records that sre COt:,p8x"ed to 
the .t.Msl:ds and in thiollS llsnn:r they feel the: do not re-
pr1mend workers unjustll. 20 
}')wt to tile Qon.o1st.ncl~tw.en Jobs &8 uel1 8S ell in-
eree.e in t&&e home PBS of thenorkers t srlaVfHl.CeS at Bell end 
............ -
ariGvane •• _'ore the 111stelletion ot PMdeterm1.nad time 
a'and.rd8. A1i aosttnere are onl, "three or !oursr1evanoee 
8 7 •• r .tl1ed ovexproduetion stz:ndarda ... 21 
Predeterminea time stend.erda at Bor,,-Er 1ex.on Ooraof8tion 
result.d in improved methods tbat were lest; .ff.jt1~u1ng to the 
worur. Ind this resulted 1n 41 deorease ill srievsnees tiled 
OV~U' .tandards. 22 
The decr •• ae 1n 3rleyeDCeS at QOl).t~nent.l ~~cBle };9I'R-
01'.,1011 18 due to the tact th~t zates ,Prior to 'the installation 
of 'pJ:ede'ermined tiN standar4a w.re adjusted (after 1n.stell-
etian) b1 1ndividual bQaaining. It is felt thet this policy 
wes directll repponsib1e for most oJ: the orlevenoes filed 
20 
SelderllGll, per.ollSl lntcu:vieN w1th author. July lb,. l~5b. 
21 Gabl .nd Steen. perso1l81 interview with Butbor. April lOt 
1958. 
22 
Piper, person61 interview with Buthor t July 14, 195t:l. 
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over staadards. 23 
The Do_at Heaufecturin& ComRsPl hes experienoed 8 de-
crease in grievenoes over standards. However, it is felt that 
Etcertein percentee:;e of this decreese may heve been due ,to 
"depressed economic condition.s'in senerelu • 24 
At Hann. EpgineeriPi gom~aBl. no records heve been kept 
to substantiate their clal8s of a decrea.e in grievances over 
standards with the install.iioa of predetermined time stand-
ards. However. the company feels it has experienced s de-
eree.e primarily "~ecause they [work.ers] heve abetter under-
standing of the rate and how it is set." Furthermore, dthey 
[workers] recognize it is less subjective and more scien-
tific ... 25 
The originel installation of predetermined time stend-
erds at Motorole CouuniC8tions ~ 'b~le9tronios, Incorporated 
resulted in a sit-doWJl strike. .An investigstion 'bJ' tne in-
dustrlsl engine.rins '."epartment indicated that the reteswere 
15 per oent too tight. This problem was corrected; griev,nccs 
over s.andards hevl decreased 99 per cent over the number 
2; Hutchinson. personal 1nterview with author, June 12, 1958 
24 
'Shure and Bkolak. personal interview with suthor, 
July 1, 1958. 
25 
Burgess end Clark, personal interview with 8uthor, 
Juu 23. 1958. 
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filed ,before prede:ttermined time standards were installed. 26 
S1nee pr.ci.ter~,111ed time stendards heve been installed 
at Webeor Incor~Or&ted they have experienced o~y one msjor 
gr ievance. 27 "Based on their experience with predetermined 
time standards in 8 smeller electronics installation, the 
union recommended to manegement that they be adapted to 
the production runs 8t Weboor." Mr. Sellie claims. The 
reason the union recommended their acceptance to management 
WliS because th.,. felt that predetermined time standards were 
more consistent end resulted m "less headaches" then. the 
direct time study metbOd. 28 
Tne three rem.sining companies surveyed tor this invest-
1'gstion experienoed an increase in grievances over ,k;roduction 
standards with the installation 01 predetermined time stand-
ards. 
Grievances st the Oontrol Com~nl £! America inCReased 
'80 much with the installation of predetermiued time standards. 
that time study is no longer 8 funotion of industrielengineer-
ing. It has been made 8 responsibility of the plant manager 
26 
Stewert. personal interview with author, July 14. 1958. 
27 
Springer. personsl interview with author, May 1, 1958. 
28 
Information from a personal interview of the ButhorNith 
Clifford Sellie. Executive Director, Standards Engineering, 
April 1. 1958. 
wbere rates are adjusted by individual bergSin1ng. 28 
lfsllicretters IncrorRorated experienced 8 "tremendous am-
ount of 181>01' turao .... r" witb the installation of predetermined 
time standards. Tbis incre •• e in labor turnover was required, 
according to e eompeD1 spokesman, in' order Uto stsb11ize the 
work force." On the other hand, "all grievances ere settled 
by the foreman with the help of the industrial engineer, 
wbenever ne.ded to re-an81oyz. the job. "29 
Kell!"s S.&~chboard ~ Sup ell Comperg nelotiated 8 
three ,ear contrectwith the union in order to install pre-
determined time stenderde thro~ghout. The reasons for the long 
ter •• ontract is as followsr 
a. One ,ear to plan the program of installing predeter-
mined time standards in conjunction with 8 job 
evaluation program; 
b. One year to install theoombined programs; 
o. One y •• r for the workers to "cool down before ne-
gotiation time because it is anticipated that the 
2~ol1er, persOnal interview with author, April 16, 1958. 
290ba1 ,personal interview ,wJ.t.h author. April 10. 1958. 
installation will result in a tremendous increase 
in labor turnover."'O 
30 N1emille~, ..Ada and RO\\ech, personal interview :Nith 
euthor. April 1, 1958. The s~okesmBn for Hsl11crafters 
Ineoriorsted is tte only other indtvidusl !ntervieweCI 
thet substantiates the antiCipated .. li8bor turnover I ... d 
at Kelloii Switchboard ~ sURRll COmR8ny. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONOLUSIOlf 
Tailor-m.ade standsrd d.ata is now accepted by .-nan, as 
e more consistent method of est8blis.hing production stand";' 
erds than either the older direct-time study or estimation 
methods. Ho •• ver, predetermined elemental time values are 
not generally accepted because: tha basic data has not been 
mede public; inconsistencies still exist among the various 
systems and judgment is not eliminated completely. 
standard data can be used to set production standards, 
but certain allowances still must be applied 111 order to 
make the standard practical. 
~he results of this lnvestigetion <10 no1; substantiate 
:the claims that predetermined time' stendards ere necessarily 
a good work simplification tool. 'although some of the companies 
surveyed did re.p certain benefits in this area. On the other 
hend, methods engineering may result in s high degra"e of 
mechanization but as yet not one of the companies survesed ex-
perienced automation to an:! .,degree with the installation of 
predetermined time standards. 
Predetermined time standards have been used ss e trein-
G6 
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ing tool succes.fully by some of the companies surveyed., The 
compenies thet do use them for that ~ur90se feel thet they 
ere evaluable tool. Their value here is augmented by the 
feet thet the analyses used for trei.p.1ng cen be used SltCCess-
ful11 for the purpose of policing the standards, after 
insta lle t ion. ' 
Predetermined time standards eBn be 8dvoceted as a 
means of 'p.rt-rating end estimating the costs of new models, 
sinee most of the companies surveyed for this investigation 
use them tor tbis purpose with a higb degree of consistency 
to the eXisting steAdards. ' 
Predetermined time standards sre espeeielly .dv8nt~geous 
to tbe worker end union beceu •• 'When the standards sre 
correctly set the worker cell. work et peak produet1v!ty with-
out 'ter of rate eutting, providing the proper and adequate 
,8110 •• no. fectors heve been applied.. , Furthermore. thilS 
ne •••• erily implie. thet the workers Bccept the standard and 
the7 are sufficiently motty.ted to work to meet or beat it. 
Predetermined time st811dards should never be used 88 e 
subs1;1tute tor good supervision. I!1centiv£ atf nderds .from 
time to time sre.t specifically because it 1s telt thet in-
centiv •• are a means at obtaining peak product1vit,. This 
is not S91 Incentive standards should only be established to 
of tel.' the .ceptional workers additional compenstaion tor 
.u'p~t above and beyond the prescribed "norm". 
Pre4.termined time standards cen be used ss e measuring 
devioe by the supervisor. Tbey can be used 8S 8 yardstick 
in.e.suring the workers and 1n this manner the supervisor 
can a4equately evsluete himself in determ1.a',ag .whether or 
not he 18 performing his functions properly_ That is to 
18Y, th., efficiency of the work group under this sj'stem is 
looked on 8S 8 direct reflection of proper supex.vision. 
Predetermined time standards heve resulted in decreased 
cost~ to management. However, cere must be exer'cised so that 
predetermined time standerds are not used solely 8S 8 speed-up 
or rete cutting device. Usually, reduced costs are 6 result 
of m.thods improvements by the engineers brought ebout by 
the ,necess,ity of recording each motion in the operation 
cycle. 
This investigation does not substantiate the claims of 
the micromotlonista that grievances will decrease with the 
installation ot predetermined time stendards_ 01 the eight-
e.n companles surveyed, eight com~anles did experience e de-
creese in grievances but thl$ is not suffioient pro.! to sub-
stant1.te the claims that grievances will decreese necessarily 
with the 1nstalletion of predeterminea. time standards. 
In conclusion, predetermined time standards can be ad-
vocated 8S a tool of efficient IDenSeements. However. they 
should not be substituted for sound end prudent meuegerisl 
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activity. The1 ere 8 meens of assisting managersm carr3ing 
out their responsibilities. However, fa ilure of the wor·ke.rs 
to meet the standards set is not to be considered the fault 
of the workers: . rather it· should be con5ide~ed en indication 
that management bes failed at.some pOint to consider the 
other areas that effect productivity, nemely ps;yehological and 
. , 
soei.logical.apeois of the workeree. 
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APPENDIX I 
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
1. Approximately when did you institute production standards 
based upon predetermined time values? 
2. We.H yow: previous standsrds 01 tb..e "plece worktt or the 
"tillli work" type? 
3. What type ot. work measurement W8S em,ploj'ed to establish 
the "old standards"? 
4. Hsve you attempted to correlate the production standards 
based upen ~term1ned time values to production? If 
ao ..... .. lationahip exists at preaent l and b.ow long dis it take to 8·ttStn this re let10nship7 
5. What uses ere mede of predetermined time values? 
(e) What role do they play in waie determination? 
(b) Hes your Work Simp1111oat1on Program geined 
impetus because the predetermined time prao-
titioner neturelly becomes methods conscious? 
'. (0) Does automation become more re.listic because 
methods and equipm.ent can be designed on a 
"sc1eayitlc basis"? 
(d) Is employee training affected 'because methods 
Can be precisely end accurately described? 
6. Which 01 the 101lowlng means are employed to permit the 
employees or their representatives to partiCipate in the 
setting of the production standards: 
(a) Union steward $S a member of the time study 
f)ommlttee? 
(b) Union verification of the standard betore it is 
installed? 
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(c) Challenging the unsatisfsctory production stand-
ards tbrough a formel grievance procedure? 
7. Have the employees or their rej!resentatives accepted pro-
duct1'on standards based on predetermined time vs1us? 
B. If they hIve. bow long have they 8cotlpted them,? WDa t 
ressoas did they give for not 8oc~t1ng them when they 
were 1irs' instslled? What r.easoaedo they give for 
.oce~t1ng them now? 
9. Do you find that grievances over production standards 
have incre.sed or decressed since you 8re u81n5 pre-
determined time values? Wh1? 
10. What has been the affects ot predetermined time values up-
en eosts? 
(e) Actual costs? 
(b) 'Estimating costs "f "new models·? 
APJ>ENDIX II 
LIST OF INDIVIDUA lAC; IN~f'ERVIlUD 
Auld. Ronald O. 
Executive Director 
Bo~rf Bamet 
ehiel Industrial Engineer 
Bur,e •• , Te4 } ) 
Vice Presidentlof) 
Manufaoturlng) 
0181' •• Bc:,bel''t; L. ) 
Works ~eD8g.r ) 
Darling. MUe Frau) 
President ) 
Klngsl~7 •• erlin ) 
BusilWsa Agent ) 
De llfdale.r. Erwin 
Oomptroller 
Fatr..,ther, Owen 
Par,.er 
FraAburg. Stanley 
Fr.elden' 
ChlCBgO Lighthouse tor the Blind 
1850 W. Roosevelt Roed 
Chioago, Illinois 
Vulcan Containers Corporation 
Oongress Expressway 811d Manne he 1m 
Roed 
Bellwood, Illinois 
Henna Engineering OompsDl 
1765 N. Elston Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
Locel 1031 
International Brotherhood of 
Electrioal Workers Union 
5247 \V. ;,':8di80n Street 
Chicago, Illinois 
" Heeg.r Potteries Incorporated 
7 Haiden Lane 
Dundee· t Illinois 
Seyforth, Shaw, Fair •• auber, 
& Ger.ldsoll1 Attornels .t Lew 
231 S. La eal e 
Chicago, Il11no1s 
Hi A. Frsnburg Compalq 
3320 ~. Oerrol street 
Ohicago, Illinois 
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INTRODUCTION TO 
Work -factor TIMESTANDARDS 
WORK-FACTOR is one of the pioneer systems for establishing timestudies by 
use of motion time standards. 
Work-Factor timestudies are based upon the application of pre-determined times 
to each individual motion involved in an operation, rather than upon the conven-
tional stopwatch and speed rating technique. 
The system is applicable to all factory and office operations which are performed 
manually, and to the manual portions of those operations which involve machine 
time. 
Establishing the time for a specific operation involves the following simple steps: 
1. List all motions necessary to do the job. 
2. Determine the time for each listed motion from the 
WORK-FACTOR Moving Time Table. 
3. Total the time and make the proper allowances for 
fatigue, delay and incentive. 
The WORK-FACTOR Moving Time Table contains a series of time values which 
were originally determined through years of controlled research involving 
thousands of operations and workers. The Table can be reproduced on a single 
wallet size card as shown on the next page. '. 
In order to select the correct time from the card it is only necessary to know: 
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1. The body member making the Inotion 
2. The distance moved 
3. The weight carried 
4. The manual control required (Stopping at a definite 
location, steering to a target, etc.) 
Continued next page ) 
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ADVANTAGES OF 
Illork-factor TIMESTANDARDS 
The WORK-FACTOR system for establishing timestandards from pre-determined 
motion times offers many unique advantages. 
The technique eliminates the inaccuracies of timing and the variations of judgment 
which lead to rate inconsistency in conventional timestudy. The engineer does not 
have to judge or guess the performance level of the operator when the Work-
Factor timestudy is made. He doesn't have to take into consideration whether or 
not the operator was a slow worker or a fast worker. All that he is interested in 
is the motions which must be made. As a result: 
Management is assured that rates are both accurate and 
fair. 
Labor is assured that all rates are established for the 
same level of performance and that one employee will not 
have to work harder to make his standard than will any 
other. 
Many other advantages result from the application of Work-Factor, among them: 
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The elimination of the stop watch -- which promotes better 
labor relations. It makes hmestudy possible in plants where, 
policy opposes the use of the watch.' 
Increased accuracy -- which insures management that 
rates are as accurate, or more accurate, than any of 
their competitors. 
Motion Economy -- which results in lower costs. Since 
it is necessary to evaluate every motion it is easy to de-
tect unnecessary movements and to devise the most 
economical work place setups. The record indicates 
that most companies where Work-Factor is used have 
been able to reduce costs from 10% to 20% as a result 
of motion economies. 
( Continued next page) 
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r I, 
::1 
Pick up a building brick 
and move to work area 
Reach 24" to brick 
Grasp brick with fingers 
Move brick 30" to position 
Move garment to sewing 
machine 
Total Time 
Reach IS" to garment 
Grasp garment 
Move IS" to machine 
Total Time .0190 Minutes 
(1) Note: Time values are given in Work-Factor Units. Each unit is equivalent 
to .0001 minutes. These times require the addition of allowances for 
fatigue delay and incentive. 
For a more detailed demonstration of Work-Factor see W -F Bulletin No. 104 
.. Application of WORK-FACTOR Timestandards". 
HISTORY ~ DEVELOPMENT OF 
UJorh-Factor TIMESTANDARDS 
WORK-FACTOR originated in 1934, because of a need for improved labor rela-
tions in a large manufacturing corporation in Philadelphia. A group of engineers 
assigned themselves the task of developing a system which would avoid the ele-
ment of human judgment in conventional stopwatch timestudy. 
The basic time values, and the means of modifying the values for different 
classes of motions, were developed through thousands of observations in shop 
and laboratory. These involved the use of special stopwatches, micro-motion 
analysis of films, stroboscopic camera measurements, and the use of a speci-
ally constructed photo-electric time machine. Four years were required to 
develop the data to the point where it could be tested by actual application in the 
shops. 
An additional year was spent in checking, correcting, and simplifying the system 
before it was placed' in general use in 1939. Since that time, the system has been 
thoroughly proved through successful measurement of millions of man-hours of 
work in a wide variety of industries, union and non-union. 
The first major factory application of Work-Factor was in an organization whose 
plants offered a unique proving ground, because of the variety of products made 
in both large and small quantities. Broadcast transmitters, army and navy radar 
installations, underwater sound detectors, and the electron miscroscope, are 
examples of large equipments built in small qu~ntities. Combined with'the sup-
porting machine shops, and plating and painting plants, production of these items 
involved some of the rrlOst difficult types of fabrication, electrical and mechan-
ical assembly, as well as heavy erection work. Also, in these plants, were 
produced electrical and mechanical parts, phonograph records, radios for car 
and home, and automatic record changers. Quantities in the press shops, 
moulding shops, and cabinet factory, frequently exceeded millions annually. 
After a three year period of carefu1 application in these products, Work-Factor 
had been tested on nearly every conceivable type of work -- large and small, 
mass production and short order. By 1942, the system was thoroughly tested 
and applicable to industry in general. 
Other than general lectures before S.A.M. Chapters, and other groups, the first 
public information on the system was presented in an article titled "Motion Time 
Standards, It prepared in 1944, and published in Factory Management and Main-
tenance, May 1945. 
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( Continued next page ) 
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bon -- whlch results In more accura~e cU::Ol. c .. ,,~u .... """~, 
~e rapid computation of quotations to customers with 
sure knowledge that profit margins are protected; also 
better layout, tooling, and work assignments. 
Opportunity to adjust rates for methods changes without 
restudy of entire operation -- which eases the load on the 
timestudy engineer and also eliminates any question 
about the specific results of a method change. 
Increased output from each timestudy engineer (Especially 
when used in connection with standard Data) -- which 
results in greater shop coverage and a lower overhead 
cost per rate established. 
A sound basis for machine loadin and production control --
which insures more accurate scheduling an re uce over-
head through less lost time and better use of facilities. 
Accurate assembly line balances -- which insure an even 
flow and equal assignment of work to each operator. This 
type of extreme accuracy can not be obtained by conven-
tional techniques. 
An ideal technique for establishing Timestudy Standard 
Data -- which results in more rapid application of rates. 
Work Factor can be used to establish data involving 
variations in time which can not be timed with the watch. 
Standard Data can be constructed more rapidly than by 
any other means. 
s 
r APPllCA liON OF 
llJork -factor TIMEST ANDARDS 
The WORK-FACTOR system is based on the fact that the time required to per-
form a single manual motion, for a specific purpose, can be permanently 
measured and classified for use in establishing timestudies. The Work-Factor 
Moving Time Table, therefore, has been set up to cover all types of manual 
motions performed in any form of operation. 
First of all, the system recognizes a difference in the speed with 
which the various body members move when performing work. 
The fingers move the fastest, the arm second fastest, the trunk 
the slowes t, etc. 
The element of DISTANCE is present in every movement. 
Obviously, the longer the distance the greater is the time. 
A movement which involves no difficulty other than distance is 
called a BASIC motion. Such a motion requires no precision. 
Tossing or waving movements, or dropping the hand to the side of 
the body are representative examples of the Basic motion. 
As soon as an element of precision or difficulty is added to a move-
ment it ceases to be Basic. Work-Factor recognizes the following 
elements of difficulty, all of which tend to make movements slO,~er: 
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W - WEIGHT OR RESISTANCE represents the additional 
difficulty present in a manual motion due to 
the retarding effect of weight, or the force 
required to overcome friction within the 
limits specified in the Moving Time Table. 
(For example: Carry a carton weighing 
5lbs. is equivalent to one Work-Factor). 
S - STEER OR DIRECTIONAL CONTROL represents 
the manual control required to perform a 
motion when that motion is through a limited 
clearance or towards a small target area 
(For example: Align a plug over a hole with 
a 1/16" clearance). 
( Continued next page) 
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control required to perform a motion when 
it is necessary to exercise caution to pre-
vent damage or injury or to maintain control. 
(For example: Carry a filled glass of water). 
U - CHANGE OF DIRECTION represents the manual 
control required to move in a specified path 
other than in a straight line. (For example: 
Move around an obstruction to assemble a 
part). 
D - DEFINITE STOP is the manual control required 
to terminate a motion at the will of the operator 
and not by being arrested by some physical ob-
struction. (For example: Move arm to grasp 
pencil on desk). 
The presence of anyone of the above difficulties constitutes a one Work-
Factor motion and the corresponding time value is found on the Moving 
Time Table under the column headed "I WF". 
The presence of any two of the above variables results in a two Work-
Factor motion with a time value under the column titled" 2 WF". 
The occurrenc.e of other difficulties constitutes three and four Work-
Factors which are found on the table in the same manner. 
When preparing a timestudy each motion is described by first writing 
the. abbreviation for the body member used. (F for finger, A for arm, 
T for trunk, etc.) This is followed by the distance moved in inches and 
finally the symbols for the Work-Factors involved. For example: 
A 20 S D 
Arm motion - 20" - Directional control (Steering) and 
a Definite Stop; (2 Work-Factors). 
Fl 
Finger motion - 1" - Basic; (No Work-Factors). 
A 10 W D 
Arm motion - 10" - Weight and Definite Stop; (2 Work-
Factors) 
Time values shown on the Moving Time Table are given in Work-Factor 
Units. Each Unit is equivalent to .0001 minutes. Thus, 16 units are 
.0016 minutes, 78 units are .0078 minutes, and so on. 
Work-Factor Units are in terms of "Select Time" and contain no 
allowance for fatigue, personal time or unavoidable delays. Employees 
meeting the Work-Factor time, after appropriate allowances for 
fatigue, etc . . are working at a premium level with better than average 
skill and effort. 
the first draw on the housing for an automobile radio. 
SEQUENCE OF 
MOTION (1) 
1. Reach for blank 
2. Grasp blank - 2 hands 
3. Carry' blank & place on 
die 
4. Release & clear fingers 
(R.H.) 
Place fingers (L.H,) on ) 
blank ) 
Push blank against pins) 
Withdraw hand & wait ) 
5. Reach for trip lever 
6, ' Grasp lever 
7. " Pull lever to trip press 
8. Reach for oil rag (R.H ) 
9. Grasp Rag 
10. Carry rag & dip in oil 
11. Raise from oil pan 
12. Shake & squeeze rag 
13. Carry rag to stack of 
blanks 
MOTION 
ANALYSIS 
A20D 
F1W 
A40WSD 
F3W 
Simo 
with 
5,6, 
A40D 
Fl 
AIOWW 
A30D 
Fl 
A12UD 
A6 -
A4 
A18 
(1) Numbers preceding motion descriptions refer to elements listed on the 
com lete timestud shown on a followin a e. The underlined TYlnHn .... c;: 
I!:>. Kelease DlanK \L.n J .fi.L vv- - _ _ 
16. Withdraw L .H . (Strike to 
dislodge blank R .H.) A16 
17. Approach blank (L.H.) A3D 
18. Grasp blank (L.H. ) FlW 
19. Turn blank over 2A14W 
20. Move hand to blank 
center Al3D 
21. Press down to hold blank AlW 
22. Apply oil (R.H.) A40U 
23 . Toss rag near pan A15 
24. Reach for trip lever 
(R.H.-r- -- A20D 
25. Grasp handle Fl 
26. Wait for m.achine 
27. Push lever to stop press A15WW 
(Move to piece on 
punch L.H.) 
28. Catch piece on palm. 
(L.H.) 
29. Carry piece to chute 
30. Toss to chute 
31. Turn to work table 
React. 
A40WPD 
A5W 
o 
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If the job were of a short quantity nature, it would not be essential to be so 
precise and Simplified Work-Factor would be used. The simplified technique per_" 
mits the grouping of motions and Work-Factors for speed of application with a 
slight loss in accuracy. (For a further discussion of Simplified Analysis, see 
W -F Bulletin No. 105 "Flexibility of Work-Factor Time Standards".) 
The preceding metal stamping job would be analyzed by Simplified Work-Factor 
as follows: 
Part Name I Sheet No. I COMPANY I Section N°l Part No. 1 SU:'l oper'
2 
No. 
OLDSMOBILE HOUSING 1 SYLVANIA ELECT. PROD. 1 54637 
Operation Name & Description 
1st Draw - Place blank on die, trip press, oil blank. stop press, remove & stack 
WORK-FACTOR SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS 
NO. ELEMENTAL DESCRIPTION ANALYS I ~S Sehct Ti_ NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Turn from chute to stack of blanks 1800 Turn 
Pick-up next blank to die (simple - 2 hands -.4.04 Ibs,J 40" 
Place blank in position on die (2 hands) Asy-Simp. 
Pull lever to trip press (Grasp 20) (RH) 40"-1,10"-2 
Oil next blank and stop machine during machine cycle Mach. Time 
Catch finished piece as it drops off punch (LH) React. 
Carry finished piece to ~ chute (LH) 40"-3 
Toss finished piece into chute (LH) 5" - 1 
Total 
I J J 
---1 Seloct Ti.. I 
1 1 COMPANY I I Blill.. ENGINEER I DATE 
Multipl iar 
'l7a, lDorh -faclor 
It should be noted that whereas the detailed study required the use of 
43 elemental time values, the simplified analysis requires only 10 
values, most of them of greater magnitude. While some accuracy is 
lost through the use of simplified data, it is adequate for the class of 
work for which it is recommended. A study requiring one hour for 
detailed analysis, may require only 15 minutes if simplified can be 
used. The relative accuracy can be seen by comparing the total 
values as follows: 
Oldsmobile Punch Press Time Units 
35 
= 2195 
Detailed Analysis 
Simplified Analysis 
Difference 
2195 
2230 
35 
1.6% overall variation or approximately 4% on the manual 
portion of the cycle. 
As a rule the Simplified analysis results in greater time allowances 
than the Detailed but not in excess of 5% for overall cycles. 
100 
230 
100 
220 
1380 
20 
150 
30 
2230 
J 
\ 
t 
I 
, 
1 I 
I 
FLEXIBILITY OF 
Work-factor TIMESTANDARDS 
The Work-Factor systenl is extremely flexible and can be adapted for application 
to almost all types of production. The original technique was primarily intended 
for mass production. In order to insure practical application for small quantities 
certain simplifications are made. 
To fit ,the measurement technique to the requirements of various type shops and 
operations the following Work-Factor techniques are used: 
1. Detailed Work-Factor - For short cycle or mass production. 
Employs detailed values and exact measurements of distances 
mO'Ved, weights carried, size and shape of objects handled. It 
is extremely accurate. 
2. Simplified Elements - For medium quantity production. 
Employs simplified tables of elements, approximate distances 
and weights, generalized classification of objects handled. 
Nearly as accurate as detailed but much more rapid tv apply. 
3. Simplified Elements Grouped - For short order shops. 
Employs simplified tables of elements and tables of these 
elements grouped into commonly used combinations. Also 
average distances, weights, and object characteristics. Less 
exact than Simplified Elements but well suited for short order 
quantities and for preliminary estimates. 
4. Standard Data - For any kind of production. 
The Work-Factor system of standards lends itself to the use ~ 
of detailed or sinlplified values in the compilation of standard 
data, The choice of valJes is dependent on the class of work to 
be measured and the accuracy required of the data. By the use 
of standard data, values can also be established for non-stand-
ard or non-repetitive cycles such as maintenance, stock 
handling, etc. 
The chart on the following page shows how the above techniques are applied: 
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COMPARISON OF FOUR WORK-FACTOR TECHNIQUES 
Operation: Pick-up bolt and assemble into hole in panel 
Detailed Analysis Simplified Elements Simplified Grouped Standard Data 
(Mass production) ( Meduim Quantities ( Short order Quantities) Any Type of Work or Quantity 
.otion Anal. Time Motion Anal. Time Motion Anal. Time Motion Anal. Time 
cription Units Description Units Description Units Description Units 
t9"tomach. Reach to mach. AIOD 61 
r(3/8"dia. screw (10") Pick up and 
(lng) A9D 58 Pick up assemble (Taken 
16 
machine P/UIO" machine from ~mach. scr. Fl Grasp Screw screw 
-M 190 screw stand-
'asp 2Fl(50%) 16 (3/8" dia. x Gr-M 40 (3/8:' dia.x2") to panel ard 262 rate 2Fl(50%) 8 2" long) (class No.1 data yscrew 11" Carry screw to screw) tables) le in panel AllDS 81 hole inpanel( 10" AIODS 78 (ave. move. )screwto 
ia. in panel iAIS 13 Assemble Assemble dist. 9" -
~ht screw AlS 26 screw in 3/8" screw in 18") 
t screw 2" A2 20 dia. hole in 3/8" dia. hole Asy-El 70 
Ilse screw iFl 8 panel Asy-El 70 in panel 
al units 246 Total units 249 Total units 260 Total units 262 
me in minutes .0246 Time in minutes .025 Time in minutes .026 Time in minutes .026 
Iof time No. of time No. of time No. of time 
les required 9 values required 4 values required 2 values required 1 
These detailed values Note: Approximate reach and Note: Average reach and carry Note: Only one value required. 
exact 9" and U" moving carry distances of 10" have values have been combined with This combines aU motions of 
nces. Also detailed anal- been used instead of 9" and simplified grasp values and reach, grasp, carry and 
of the grasp and assembly U" • The simplified medium tabularized for quick use. assemble. This value can be 
Ie screw based on exact grasp value (Gr-M) and the Assembly value is same as that as accurate as desired, de-
Iw size and hole size. This simplified assembly value used in the simplified element pending on the range of screw 
jides as nearly perfect (Asy-El) have been used in- analysis at left. sizes covered in • 'Class No.1 
Iracy as can be obtained. stead of a detailed analysis. screw" and the range of dis-
Values not as specific, but tances included in the ""Ave. 
quite accurate. Move. Dist." which in turn 
depends on size and type of 
panel. 
-
_. 
-.-
-
-~ . __ .-
.-
- .- - -~-.~---- --
THE STANDARD ELEMENTS OF 
Work-factor TIMESTANDARDS 
"Standard Element" is the term applied to the basic divisions of manual work. 
All manual work consists of one or more standard elements which are them-
selves composed of one or more motions. The Work-Factor standard elements 
are: 
1. Transportation (Reach or Move) 
2. Grasp 
3. Pre-position 
4. Assemble 
5. Use (or machine time) 
b. Disassemble 
7. Mental process (Visual inspection, etc.) 
8. Release 
When properly described and analyzed with Work-Factor, a standard element is a 
complete unit of work. Therefore, when that same element occurs in an opera-
tion other than the one for which it was originally established, it is usable '?Iith-
out further analysis. Standard elements are like the bricks used in building a 
wall. Once properly moulded, each brick becomes an independent unit which can 
be used at any time so long as it is applied to the proper wall. 
When a large number of Work-Factor standard elements have been analyzed and 
properly classified. the engineer, or company has a store of fundamental time 
values which can be used and reused with no effort other than to identify those 
needed for the particular job being studied. Standard element values are usually 
filed in a "Standard Element Book". Obviously, the larger the store of standard 
elements, the more likelihood that the proper ones will be available when needed. 
There are two ways to accumulate a store of standard elements. 
1. Simply classify and tabulate them as detailed studies are made 
for routine timestudy purposes. Dependent on the number 
of detailed studies made, the file of element values will grow 
rapidly or slowly. 
2. Establish a special program for calculating important 
standard elements in order to get a substantial file quickly. 
Inasmuch as the Work ... Factor Company has performed extensive research and 
made many studies in a large number of companies, it has naturally acquired a 
rather substantial file of standard elements. (Continued next page) 
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WORK-FACTOR STANDARD ELEMENT WOR K- F ACT OR STAND ARD ELEMENT 
Name of Element. Grasp internal tooth lock- J Element I GR-9 Name of Element: Place folder paper box cover on I Element I ASY-59 
washer (random - blind) I ~umbers I box bottom (2 hands) I ~umbers I 
S ke tc h Deta i led 48 Sketch Deta i led 168 
Sima. 64 Sima. 
-
Simplified 
-
+-~ t Sima. Type Part Washer }Ie. 102 
* 
Plant 
S im i lar To GR-3 
~,. ,1).".., ,'\ Simplified .015 
~~~~ Sima. Type Part Paper Box 
ZL ~ Plant 104 L .'ili '. 1\ \\ '.',1 I 5 im i lar To 
Film - BO)( BOTTOM Film 104-1203 
. 035 THICK - STEEL Analyst r.H.Q • Analyst rHQ-GAG 
lC2a.te 3/20/47 Date 
WORK FACTOR ANALYSIS WORK FACTOR ANALYSIS 
Mo Left Anal Iflem. Cum. Elem. Anal. Right ~ No Left Anal '£..I.e...L Cum. Elem. Anal. Right No 
I 16 Fl 1st grasp I Same 38 38 A4D rJ~li:;;:~t 2 
2 08 2Fl 251- Regrasp 260/. 2 2 To corner 81 43 A5D Slide h,md to 2 
la 48 24 3Fl 501- S"parate 500/. 3 13 And hold g~~'i,~~nd of 3 
~ 'I 'I Same 97 16 Fl Locate finger on 'I 
5 64 16 500/. Sirna. S 5 Gover 'side 5 
I~ 6 1ft Hold 113 16 Fl Open side 6 
7 7 7 Same 142 29 FlPW Press cover dow 7 
8 8 8 168 26 104 Repeat 2,4,6,7 8 
9 9 9 250/. 9 
In Ie l.in Ie 
" 
DESCRIPTION AND EXPLANATION Of MOTIONS N OESCR I PTI ON AHD EXPLANATI ON Of MOT IONS 
Grasp washer from pile in bin. Element begins with hand at end of trans1'..ort Folder paper box cover has already been opened in both hands. B()x bottom 
motion, ready to begin grasp. Element ends with one part in fingers under filled with greeting cards is in position on work bench. Both hand" hold 
manual control. cover as it is placed on bottom. Operator spreads soft cover wider than 
bottom so 2 corners can he assembled at one time. 
1 Box Cover is spread wide enough to permit easy placement over bottom. 
2 4, 6, 7 These elements OCcur because folded box cover type does not open 
perfectly, so that edges of cover and edges of bottom catch during the 
assembly. 
8 Allowance for recu,ring difficulty with edges. 
ELEMENT NUMBER I I I 2 1 3 1 ~ I s I 6 7 I 8 9 I 10 BREAKDOWN ELEMENT NUMBER I I I 2 I 3 I ~ I 5 I 6 7 I 8 9 l 10 BREAKDOWN 
THE WORK-FACTOR CO. Management consultants. ,66 Mad i son lve. N .. Y. C i '.1' THE WORK-FACTOR CO. Management consultants. '66 Madison .ve. N. y. Cit Y 
- '+ --,' $ a!if FJf~; u, 
DATA i PRELRA TES WITH 
Work -factor TIMEST ANDARDS 
Standard Data is essential for the practical operation of any timestudy depart.ment 
It not only insures greater consistency but also makes rate setting speedier and 
more economical. It makes it practical to establish rates for small quantity jobs. 
Standard Data is not an exclusive feature of Work-Factor except that it has been 
demonstrated that Work-Factor permits more rapid and accurate construction of 
data. 
The Work-Factor system of pre-rating is unique in its simplicity. At one of the 
larger machine shops in the East, producing small and large runs, the timestudy 
department is set up to establish from ten to forty rates per man per day depend-
ing on the complexity. 
A careful system of pre-rating from standard data frequently makes possible the 
establishment not only of extremely accurate cost estimates, but also actual pro-
duction rates in advance of production. When such a system has become well 
organized it is often practical to issue actual rates in advance of production, 
checking only the occasional job (as few as 5%) which has tools or fixtures dif-
ferent than specified on the process. This high degree of accuracy requires good 
coordination between tool designers, process and timestudy, and a program of 
standardized jigs and fixtures. 
Example of Standard Data: 
• The following is a portion of an actual set-'of Standard Data which was 
developed by Detailed Work-Factor Analysis. 
TIME TO ROLL REEL OR BOBBIN ON SMOOTH CONCRETE FLOOR 
Diameter Con- Weilzht of Reel or Bobbin in Pounds 
in stant Up to 251 to 351 to 451 to 551 to 651 to 751 to 
Inches Time 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 
W -F Units per Foot of Roll 
0 -12 5 143 166 166 
- - - -
12.6-17 5 110 110 126 126 126 126 
-
17.6-22.5 92 92 92 106 106 106 106 
22.6-27.5 
27.6-32.5 
32.6-37.5 
20 
37.6-42.5 
42.6-47.5 82 
47.6-52.5 
52.6-57.5 
Select time == 20 + (units/ft) x (feet rolled) 
Example: 20" Reel weighing 500 pounds rolled a distance of 30 feet -
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851 to 
950 
-
-
106 
94 
951 to 
1050 
-
-
106 
--
SINGLE' DOUBLE RIVETING WORK FACTOR PRERATE SHEET (Cont'dl SIN8I.E oa NU8I.E IIVETIMG WORK FACTO. PRElATE SlltET 
MOTOROLA 'MC. 
PICKUP • POS I TI ON II RIVET EACH AOO·L. PART ASY. lAME Rivet 6 sockets to m!i. I!late OPU. ••• 
__ 8 ___ AIY' • '0. -?~--
I,.GE. PT. 1ST SMALL PT. 1ST. LGE. PT. 1ST SMAll PT. 1ST 
CLASS FOLLOWING FOLLOWING FOLLOWING FOlL.OWING MACHIM[ lAME Tubular Rtveter T. I. EI". 1. F. DATE 3LI8L47 
OF LGE. PT. 1ST LGE. PT. 1ST SMALL PT. 1 Sf SMALL PT. 1ST 
LARGE CLASS OF SMALL PART TOTAL SELECT 'r IME • 459 MIN • STD. TIME PER PIECE X 1.67 H.P.I 
PART .. IJ II lA I II ,. I II ,. I II 
PERSONAL ALLOWANCE __ lI STD. PROD. PER HOUR 100+ H.P.C. E.H.I 
----
ALLOWANCE __ lI REMARKS 
I ,037 .OJ5 .0Al ,0.3 ... .. ,. .on .034 ALLOWANCE __ lI . 
----
II .... •• 31 .041 .044 .04' • 011 .... ... .039 .035 .... ..It 
----lItJ •• 31 .0:11 .041 •• SO .051 ,0" .041 .... • 041 .040 .040 .04' 
IY .07' e ----.073 .01. .071 .0" .071 . 0" .on .07 • .011 .011 --<.illllL TOTAL STANDARD TIME MIN. APPROVED IV..LL..... APPROVED BY....L...a....-
V .0112 
.0" .0" .071 .01' .014 .011 .014 .0" .07, .O,t .014 
----
HANDLING TIME 
CLASS SHIFT 8< DRIVE EACH R I VET AFTER THE FIRST I N SAME TwO PARTS 
CLASS OF 
LARGE 'ART MOVING O'STAN(E 
8- lO- IS- 20- " 30 40- 'W!'~ .. 
OF 
LARGE CLASS OF SMALL PART 
PART 
tA I II 
IA(EASV) .011 .012 .013 .014 .015 .01 ~ 
---
026 .027 .029 .031 .034 .037 
---
IA(OIFF. .015 .016 .017 .018 .020 .021 
---
mn .<'1.11 .033 .035 .038 .041 
---
I .019 .020 
----
II .020 .020 .022 
----
III .022 .023 .026 
----IY .024 .025 .027 
V 
.027 .029 
----
.031 
----
ADOI TI ONAL ALLCWANCES: SEE DATA FOR EXPLANATION 
1. FLANGED PARTS 1 It TO 3" @,ST TIME .015 ADD·L. .010 
2. BLIND POSITIONING .005 
3. RESTRICTIONS. REFER TO LINE WIRING DATA ----
4. ROTATE LARGE PART 900 • e. 1800 ----.010 ~ 
5. ALIGN 2ND HOLE IN ADDED PART .005 
----
6. OI!TAI N PARTS FROM CARTON • UNWRAP • STACK IN TRUCK (SEE DATA) 
.019 .020 .022 .024 .027 .030 
I 
.028 .030 .032 .034 .037 .039 ---
nl5 .nt6 .023 .026 
---
II .018 .020 
---
.026 .028 .030 .032 .035 .037 
.024 .030 ---III .020 .022 .028 
---
.034 .037 .038 .042 .045 
IVV' .044 .050 rom .059 .065 .069 -:Os3 
.043 .046 .048 .052 .055 .062 
.049 .059 .065 .071 .071 ---V .055 
---
.049 .052 .054 .058 .061 .066 
---
UPPER LINE P.U. II ASIDE PARTS 
LOWER LINE P.U. II POSITIeJ; ADD·L. PARTS 
CLASS II II II I ADO .005 WHEN PART REQUIRES PREPOSITIONING 
----
----
SMALL I POSITION a RIVET FIRST PARTS 
---- PART Iii"'" I 
PARTS CLASSIFICATIONS ~ URGE LAItG[ r.J SMALL L .... _LL LA." ....LL 
... T ,T. 1ST PT. 1ST PT. lIT ,T, I,T 'T •. UT liT. I,T 
CLASS IA - TERMINAL LUGS. STRIPS. WASHERS CLASS III - NORMAL SIZE PANELS. BASES 
SMALL SPRINGS. ETC. (i"xi") THAT HAVE UP TO 8" X 12" 
A TENDENCY TO CLING TOGETHER. CLASS IV - LARGE eASES & PANELS 
CLASS I - SMALL BRKTS •• SOCKETS. PLATES UP TO 12" X 18" 
I~ J ~ .031 -:o3'b'" .033 .034 .034 
" 
.040 .• 036 .038 .037 .041 .040 
---
SWITCHES .. APPROX. 3" X SIt CLASS V • EXTRA LARGE PANELS III .047 .043 .045 .045 .048 .047 
---CLASS II _ SMALL PANELS BASES. ETC. n eASES UP TO 18" X 24" IV .069 .095 .087 .103 .092 .108 
---APPROX. 5" x 8" V .120 .128 .121 .130 .125 .133 
---
Gr .... "'" 
........ 
The following is the Work-Factor analysis which supports the Class IV, 20" 
handling time which is circled on the Riveting Pre-Rate Sheet. 
Every time value which appears on the Pre-Rate Sheet is supported by an equally 
detailed and accurate Work-Factor analysis. 
Aside Completed Assembly and Pick up Next 
Description Motion 
Work-Factor 
Analysis Units 
Move riveted part to bench. A20WWD 124 
Align along side other parts A1SWW 40 
Slide to position A1WW 34 
Release F1W 23 
Reach for next part A40D 109 
Grasp next part Simplified B-3 80 
Move next part to machine A20WWD 124 
Total Units 534 
Total Select Time .0534 minutes 
Three place value) " 
which appears on) .053 minutes 
Pre-Rate Sheet ) 
APPLICA liON OF 
llJork -factor TIM EST ANDARDS 
TO MENTAL PROCESSES g INSPECTION 
The research performed by The Work-Factor Company has included the isolation 
of times required to perform certain mental opera"tions. For some time these 
values have been applied to a limited extent. It is believed Work-Factor is a 
pioneer in this field as well as other aspects of standard element times. Results 
with mental times so far are good but extensive research still continues. 
Mental Processes include the following: 
1. Reception time (Inspection, etc.) 
2. Decision time 
3. Signal time 
Depending on the number and strength of stimuli, the number of possible con-
clusions and other factors, the time required to perform mental processes will 
vary. 
Operations common in industry which involve mental process time are: 
1. Inspection 
2. Reading gauges 
3. Throwing switches at a given signal 
4. Sorting 
5. Planning 
In many cases the mental processes can be performed simultaneously with the 
manual part of the cycle. In such cases no measurement of the mental time is 
necessary. However, when the manual motions cannot be made without delib-
erate direction from the mind, and this direction cannot be done during the 
motion time, then mental process time must be measured. 
The following simple example shows Work-Factor Mental Process time values 
for inspecting a white surface 2" x 4" to determine whether or not a uniformly 
placed black dot appears in the center of the area. 
The accompanying table ~ives inspection time values as the size of the dot varies 
from .01" diameter to 3/4" diameter. 
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MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS 
Time including 
Diameter of Dot Pure Inspection Time 
Reception time 
which overlaps 
inspection. 
Units Units 
3/4" 10 20 
1/2 " 13 23 
3/8" 14 24 
1/4" 16 26 
1/8" 17 27 
.05 " 18 28 
.03 " 19 29 
.02 " 24 34 
.01" 58 68 
Assuming inspection for a .02" diameter black spot in the center of a 2" x 4" . 
white card, the above values would be used in the analysis as follows: 
Description Analysis Work-Factor Units 
l. Right hand withdraws inspected card 2/5 A5 12 
2" from group held in left hand. 
(Right hand then carries card to table 
and places it on one of two piies -
one pile containing cards with dots, 
the other containing blank cards. 
2. Eyes focus on next card as soon as 
RH has withdrawn previous one. Focus 20 
3 0 Inspect for. 02" diameter dot in 
center of card. Insp. 34 
4. Make decision as to whether card 
goes in pile with dots or pile with 
no dots. Dec. 10 
5. Signal to RH to remove card from 
deck. (RH has already grasped 
card after placing previous card on 
table). Sig. 11 
Total Select Time 87 
• 
It should be noted that the only manual part of this cycle which affects time is 
Item No.1, the time required by the card to tr~vel 2" as the right hand withdraws 
it. Elements Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5 are all mental times. 
The placing of the finished card on one of the two piles and returning the right 
hand for the next card and grasping is done simultaneously and faster than the 
mental processes. 
UI~IVI~ 0 elvlt'LVI tt 
REACTION TO 
llJork -faclor TIMEST ANDARDS 
Unions have a difference of opinion as to whether incentives are desirable from 
the worker's standpoint. It is well known that many labor organizations prefer to 
have their members work under a system of straight day-work, without direct 
incentives. Nearly all unions, however, realize the necessity of measuring labor's 
output so that management has a standard on which to base its prices, and with 
which to compare their operation with that of competition. These unions also 
recognize the benefit of a production standard to determine a fair rate of output 
for the protection of the worker. 
The lack of respect for timestudy on the part of many union officers usually 
stems from one or more unfortunate ~xperiences with inaccurately applied 
labor standards. It is true that some managements and unions have, by mutual 
consent, discarded incentive systems because of the inconsistencies of standards 
established by conventional timestudy and because of the constant bartering or 
haggling in attempting to agree on a fair level of performance. 
Some grievances over standards will always be present whe:te any method of 
timestudy measurement, however accurate, is used. Even if timestudy errors 
were completely eliminated, the cases of inferior or disgruntled employees 
would still be present. 
In plants where Work-Factor is appliE::d, the union representatives can be 
shown that the standard values, when correctly applied, will result in a con-
sistently accurate and equitable rate. 
In these plants, the shop steward (and perhaps the employee) reviews the details 
of the operation with the timestudy engineer to make sure everything has been 
included and errors in arithmetic have not been made. Rate grievances are 
usually settled without progressing beyond the shop steward - foreman -
timestudy engineer level. 
Except for the substantial benefits derived from accuracy, consistency, fairness, 
and elimination of human judgment, Work-Factor has no magic formula for 
handling union problems. Each case is different and requires different treatment. 
The men behind Work-Factor, however, have a wealth of experience in dealing 
with labor unions. Plants in which Work-Factor has been applied are experi-
encing sound employee and union relations. 
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I YPICAl OPERA liONS 
Work-factor TIMESTANDARDS 
HAVE BEEN APPLIED 
Work-Factor is a system of elemental time values which have been isolated and 
tabulated through an exhaustive study of very nearly all types of manual work. 
Therefore, its range is extremely wide. To date there has been no work problem 
encountered which was not adequately evaluated by Work-Factor analysis -
either debiled or simplified - or by means of Standard Data compiled from 
Work-Factor. 
There are some types of manufacture wherein the product is built in quantities 
of only I, 2, or 3, etc. Work of this nature does not lend itself easily to any 
form of timestudy unless standard data has been compiled. It is, therefore, not 
justifiable to state that Work-Factor is practical for all labor measurement 
since there are some situations inadequately covered by any timestudy system 
because of short duration, one time occurrence, etc. A fair statement concerning 
Work-Factor is that it is highly applicable to any fOl'm of v'ork which can be 
practically measured. In high production it apparently affords greater accuracy 
than any system so far devised. In short order work the simplified Work-
Factor analysis seems to provide the necessary speed in rate setting, along 
with accuracy as great as any technique. 
The following list will provide a good cross section of the variety of operations 
which have been measured successfully by Work-Factor~ 
Non-repetitive or non-standard 
Hand trucking of material 
Manual handling of cartons of 
material 
Sweeping and janitor work 
Sanitization of wash rooms 
(cleaning toilets, Basins, etc.) 
Maintenance of lighting fixtures 
Loading materials into stock bins 
Metal Workin~ (Including setting up 
machines an operating) 
Punch presses 
Milling machines 
Radial drill presses 
Sensitive drill presses 
Tapping machines 
Profiling machines 
Metal Working (Continued) 
Center less grinding machines 
"Vertical broaching machines 
Deep hole drilling machines 
Engraving machines 
Hand and automatic screw 
machine 
Other related machine shop 
operations 
Snagging and burring 
Spinning 
Metal Joining 
Spot welding 
Arc welding 
Flame welding 
Soldering 
Riveting 
( Continued on next page) 
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Barrel plating 
Automatic plating 
Anodizing 
Wiring and racking for plating 
Paint spraying - wood and metal 
surfaces' 
Moulding 
Compression moulding of plastics 
Injection moulding of plastics 
Moulding of hard and soft rubber 
Crayon extrusion 
Pres sing of phonograph records 
Wood Working 
Sticker operations 
Tennon machine operations 
Veneer gluing 
Band sawing 
Automatic nailing 
Rubbing, sanding, and polishing 
Other miscellaneous wood shop 
operations 
Special Purpose Equipment and 
Operations 
Machine labeling 
Wardwell braiding 
Radio frequency soldering 
Extruding 
Box folding 
Spring winding 
Wire drawing - coarse and fine 
Wire covering - paper, fiber, 
plastic 
Paper slitting 
Forming and stitching of cartons 
Packing and packaging 
Spooling of ribbon and tape 
Cotton and rayon spinning 
Inspection and Testing 
Gauging of metal parts 
Inspection of finishes 
Inspection of printed material 
Calibration and adjustment of 
mechanical instruments 
Inspection of metal, plastic, and 
paper products 
Testing of electrical circuits 
Calibration and alignment of 
electronic devices 
~ '&'~'&''''.L5 
Mimeogr aphing 
Check writing 
Key punching 
Posting 
Sorting paperwork 
Manufacturing and Assembly of 
Products (In many cases these 
include fabrication, sub-assembly, 
assembly, packaging, etc.) 
Radar equipment 
Sonar equipment 
Proximity fuse 
Paper boxes 
Altimeters 
Broadcast and television 
transmitters 
Drawing boards 
Toys and games (wood, metal 
and paper) 
Jig saw puzzles 
Finger paints 
Shoes 
Gauges and measuring instrumentl 
Automobile radio receivers 
Television and radio receivers 
Magnet wire 
Copper rod 
Pulleys and wheels 
Automatic record changers 
Automobile heaters 
Phonograph records 
Automotive electrical acces-
sories 
Mercury switches and circuit 
breakers 
Household refrigerators 
Coils - ignition, radio, etc. 
Transformers - large and small 
Greeting card 
Crayons 
Cabinets - wood and steel 
Pianos 
Corrugated boxes 
Tanning and leather processing 
Garment manufacturing (uniforms 
Imprinting of forms and Insuranc4 
Policies 
Fire extinguishers 
Drug packaging 
Kitchen ranges 
Time recorders 
Electronic Tubes 
Plastic lens 
Ink 
Movie projectors 
;i, 
,'j 
PImDETERMINIU> TI.ME VArma ,: A ,SURVEY OF , 
CHIOAGO COMPANIES' EXPERIENOES 
by 
F~snk Robert DiG1ovenn1 
, . 
Summerl Or 8 'l.'hGsis submitt$d to the Fa cul.ty 01 t,b.~ Graduete 
Schoel ' ot to"Qle Unlvers1ty i n Partial 'Fulfillment 
. ':' of the, R.qulreme~tsfor the De~re8 01 Mes'tel' 
. , 
of Social end Industria l }telat iollS 
1959 
The pradeterm.1ned-elementel-time-values method. Of work 
.... rement require. the use of basic tables whose values sre 
8,ute.a1zed into grouped a1 ••• nts. Ttlesdvocates ot this 
".thed ot bu11d1ag standard data argue that: (8) cOD.sistenc1 
11'111 be retained with the b1l1lding of subsequent data, 
(bJrevls1ona 01 the data are les8 e08'1~1 (0) tb.e~ .1ie sre 
more versat11e 'beo8~use the elements can be 18018te4;, (0..) the 
data a:ee mol". aOcUl1ste becsuse ot t.he methfld u~ed in.,preparing 
tb."\i.l •• n •• l 1uibles; and (e) the tabl •• used. tobu114 the 
dati attest to k1110n. 01 hours 01 applicat10n. 
Th. suther sOUlbt 1n:lormetion on 8ctuel COii..p8.1l18lCperience 
with predeterm1as4 t1me value. and also whether oX' .. 0.:: .... 1" 
gri.yenee. hed re.ulted. trom the ins1iellstion ot stsl1d8rds 
b •• ed on pre4ettrm1.ned time ... alues. The problea" was epproachdd 
b7 801iu81 fi.ld ate"i.... .A list o!comp3nies, in the , 
Chi •• ,. Area. using prectete1'llinedtime 'Values on April 1, 1958 
" 
.e. procured and representatives of eeoh ot the eighteen 
oompanie. W'8 lntervi •• ed •. ~ 
Wa,e p".ra1Aetion: 
Nine of the compall7 repreaentetives i.nterv1 ... ed~s. pre-
determined time Talue. to establish produotion 8ob.edu~es tor 
... su.red-da1-work operations i the rems1n1ng niDA \18$ t~~m to 
.siJ.b11sh production st81 dards tor incentive operations. An 
allowenoe fector tor personal time, fatigue, unavoidable delay 
1 
end norme11z1n& applied to these reuging trom a low of 15 
percent inane com~.D3 to 75 per cent in aAother. 
Wor-iflwlM&sat1oa sa Automatiol1': 
2 
hedetermlned time vs1ues were considered hI six of the 
men interviewed 88 hev.1,ng played an important role tu.the 
work Simplification program; 1;.wo 'elt that thel hed little 
aftect on work simplification; the remaining ten heve no 
form.l work s1Jnpllficat10n progrsm in proiress. 
aepresentetives of eeeb of the .ighteen oompen1es .telt 
thetthe use of predetermined-tue-standards p181 an important 
role .1Jl br1n&in8 about a higher degre. of mechen1zstlon. 
However. not one ot the men believed that predetermined-time-
'Yelu$S would direetl3 result in bringing about eutolnetien. 
lIlll+W! ~r.1n1Bit 
The representat1veof the Chic.so Llahtbouae for the Blind 
felt th.t predeterm1ned-time-V8lues8re veluable training tools. 
There blind in.d1yiduels ire treined" in a sheltered work shop 
.i.o. order to equip th.a wltb. the degree. o~ skill required to 
compete tor production type jobs with i.ndlvid.uels with full 
vision. Representatives of nlne of thecompanles tnteryl.wed 
shared this confidence inpredetermined-time-stander48 8 •• 
tre1nin.i method. A few have gone so tel' BS to prepare lsyouts 
and mov'"_ using the elemental analysis. 
E!t1m8tl!l costl !l n.. models: 
The Chicago Lighthouse for tbe Blind 1s e job shop with 
short production ruse Sinoe t:b.e uiatelletion of predeterminfJ!o> 
e4-tlme-yalues au ,.ears 8g0, standards heve been set in 
advance 'on s syntbetic method. Thirteen of the compeIlJ' men 
in •• n1.wed include pre-rat1.ng of the new models 813 pert of 
tb.1r •• anurd operating pl'Oc.dur... Of the remaining five 
compaD.lesl (a) one does not pre-rete because .b.e_e;.p.l~8tlon 
doe. aot require 1tt (ll~ two w111 be. pr .... ret1ng more and more I 
and (0) two comp.ules do none nor,' do thel tataad to p1'e-
1'&'. 1a ,be f.tv.. 
~dv.at."8 ~nd d1sadvsnt&ges: 
Ten of the ... intervie.ed heye Uevel~p.d oomperisons 
bet ••• n tbe costs with production standards baoed on pre-
determined-t1me-velues and tna standards. that existed 
previously_ The .fii,ures show thtt five of the eompe~ie8 
int.rvl .... d feel that labor costs haye been reduced but they 
heve not developed any com1Jsrisons to yal,idate their 
assumptions. 
Two ot. the companies surveyed hove' used predeter.m1ned-
time-standards f~om their inception and consequently before 
end· after comparisons are not possil)le. 
Only one cOlJDiany, 8U1Ve-yed did not experience any reduced 
l'aborcosts after the installation of predetermined-time-
values. 
~ft.s' J.! 1b!. P-MbGE !! "tiYanees: 
Thre. of tbe comp.nies surveyed did not nsve a.tI,J,.ol.11t 
informetion to !lake comparisons, .while four have experienced 
no change ill the total number 01 lI'ievsnces flled. Since the 
ins1;ellstioD.o.f predetetmined .. tiie-standerds eight of tbe 
oompanies beve ned. decrees. and one experienced an increase 
in gx'ln.nces. CAe company hed b.sd II v8r;; high labor turn-
over r.t. until the work force W'B stabilized with th.ein-
.'allation 01 pr.d.t.rmined-t1l1.-.... .i.es. The remaining 
••• paay fears labor turnover until the work force becomes 
st8b111z~d after that they pleA to instell the progrem 
on an overall besis. 
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